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GUIDEBOOK FOR NATURAL IGNITION FIRE 
PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The Grand Junction Resource Area has developed a Natural Ignition guide for the 
Ruby Canyon/Black Ridge (ReaR) Integrated Resource Management Plan . 
The RCBR is an area which is inherenilY dynamic anci constantly changing as a result 
of plant succession , insects, disease, drought, commodity use, human activity, 
windstorm and fire . While most of these processes have gone on relatively 
unchecked, fires in and around the RCBR have been aggressively suppressed since 
the early 1950's. 
Fires are an integral component of the natural dynal1tir::s of an ecosystem such as the 
RCBR. The affects of modifying fire's role in an ecosystem through man's interference 
can , and may have, adversely impacted the flora and fauna of the RCBR area. 
The RCBR NIF Guide has analyzed the conditions wh ich would allow fire to be 
restored to its natural ecnlogical role in the RCBR. Th is can be accomplished through 
allowing natural fires , generally those caused by lightning, to burn within certain 
prescribed parameters. Fires in locations that could pOh~ntially cause harm to human 
life, property and natural/cultural resources Nill be suppressed. 
The Bure~u of Land Management (BLM) realizes the risks and possible impacts of 
allowing fires to burn naturally and run their course. Some of the short term effects of 
this action could be the temporary displacement of certain activities including: 
The general public engaging in recreational activities (such as hunting , fish ing. 
sightseeing , backpacking) , range permittees, special use permittees {such as 
outfitters) , etc . 
Other possible impacts could be: 
Air quality in nearby towns and communities due to large amounts of smoke. 
Effects on the vegetation . soils, visual quality, water quality, water quantity, 
wildlife and fisheries . 
Some of these situations could require individuals, permittees and communities to 
cooperate or even make sacrifices for t~e long term benefits of maki:1g the RCBR a 
:; I\.'re natural and functional place for all. The BLM will work closely with any affected 
!~3rties to try to mitigate any impacts or conflicts that coulu develop as a result of 
(,::ltural fires . 
This guidebook is to be used to assist in the implementation of the natural ignition fire 
portions of the RCBR Plan . 
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SECTION ONE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA AND FIRE HISTORY 
INTRODUCTION 
The RCBR Natural Ignilion Fire (NIF) GUide establishes procedures for implementing 
fire management activities within the planning area. The RCBR NIF Guide follows 
direction established In the Ruby Canyon/Black Ridge Integrated Resource 
Management Plan and the Grand Junction Resource Area Resource Management 
Plan (RMP). This guide will be incorporated into the Grand Junction District's Fire 
Mo"?gement Action Plan, wh ich is the document th at implements overall fire 
management based on direct ion derived Irom the RMP. 
Fire. or its absence. has had a more profound effect on the natural li le systems of 
fire-adapted ecosystems than any other single factor or combination of lactors. 
Natural fire has been a part of the ecosystem since creation. and man 's effort to 
eliminate this force may have resulted in sign ificant ecological changes in the flora and 
fauna of th is area. 
Th is guide melds the p ri r. ~l ples of ecology and lire management techni'-lue3 to 
produce a sound natural ignition fire program. In fire-dependent ecosystems. like the 
RCBR . vegetation will eventually burn and should burn to maintain ecosystem health . 
This fact IS accepted by a!lowing some lightning caused fires to burn under certain 
parameters. or presc riptions. 
Although this guide ap~lies the latest fire research and technology. public land 
managers cannot guarantee they will be able to control the outcome of every fire. 
Fires in the planning area are. at times. large. high-intensity fires. and are considered 
within the natural range of va riability in terms of intensity. Th is kind of fire is not 
without risk. There is always the possibili ty a natu ral ignition fire may burn beyond 
Maximum Manageable Area (MMA) boundaries because it is difficult to precisely 
predict a large flre 's behavior or to suppress a fire in heavy fuels when the weather IS 
severe. On the other hand. suppressing all fires may set the stage for future problems 
by allowing luels to build or ce rta in species to thrive. perhaps to unnatural levels. an:; 
produce catastrophic fi re events of proport ions which may severely impact the 
ecosystem and adjacent lands. 
The overriding goal is to preserve the ecological integri ty of the area and adjoining 
lands by allowing lightning-caused fires to burn that do not appear to jeopardize life 
and resources 
AREA DESCRIPTION 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: The Ruby Canyon Management Area is lo~ated about 15 
miles west of Grand Junction . Colorado. The management area is divided into three 
management zones; the south zone (which includes Bla~k Ridge Wilderness Study 
Area ); the Ruby/Horsethlef Canyon river cOrridor; and the north zone. 
LANDFORM AND VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS: The plant communities range 
from shrub/grasslands at the lower elevations to pinyon-juniper woodlanus on the 
higher elevations. (Refer to the DPC section (Appendix A) of the RCBR Integrated 
Resource Management Plan.) 
Soils In the B lac~ Ridge Canyons area south of the Colnrado River have developed on 
sandstone and Interbedded sandstone and shale geologic materials. Much of the area 
also has an eolian deposition on the surface that ranges from a few inches in depth to 
over five feet deep. 
Soils on the mesa tops are generally shallow over hard sandstone bedrock. with 
Interspersed exposures of flat-lying sandstone. Deeper soils have developed on many 
of the terraces . footslopes. and alluvial fans . Textures are usually fine sandy loam to 
loamy fine sand. with low to high available wate r capacity and moderate to very high 
susceptibility to water erOSion. 
SOils on the benches and steeper sideslopes are underlain by sandstone and 
interbedded shale for the most part. These soils may be more clayey; they are very 
shallow to moderately deep and are o~en very stony on the surface. They are 
generally highly susceptible to water erosion . 
Steep outcrops of sandstone and sandstone and shale are interspersed throughout 
the area. and help to give the Black Ridge Canyons its distinctive landscape 
characteristics. 
CLIMATE : Refer to the RCBR Integrated Resource Management Plan. 
FUELS 
Fuels within the RCBR Area consist predominately of pinyon-juniper woodlands and 
sagebrush parks in the upland areas. The canyon bottoms contain grassy meadows 
and riparian vegetation (cottonwoods. willow. box elder). Within these fuels . there are 
broad modeling techniques used to analyze fire danger and fire behavior. The t " 
modeling systems consist of the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) and 
the Fire Behavior Pred iction System (FBPS). The NFDRS system is utilized to 
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determine broad scale risks while the FBPS system illustrates actual fire behavior at a 
given point in time and at a particular location . The fol!owlng classification Illustrates 
the particular fuel models of both systems which are most common to ReBR and are 
used for strategic and tactical planning for both prescribed fire and wildland fire 
activities. 
NFDRS Fuel Model Descriptions 
Fuel Model A: This fuel model represents western grasslands vegetated by 
annual grasses and forbs. Brush or trees may be present, but occupy less than 
one third of the area. Examples of types where Fuel Model A should be used 
are cheatgrass and medusahead. Open pinyon-juniper. sagebrush-grass . and 
desert shrub associations may be assigned this fuel model if the woody plants 
meet the density criteria . The quantity and continuity of the ground fuels vary 
greatly with rainfall from year to year. 
Fuel Model T: The sagebrush-grass types of the Great Basin and the 
Intermountain Wesi are characteristic of T fuels . The shrubs burn easily and 
are not dense enough to shade out grass and other herbaceous plants . The 
shrubs must occupy at least one-third of the site or the A or L fuel mOdels 
should be used. Fuel Model T might be used for immature scrub oak and 
desert shrub associations in the west. and the scrub oak-wire grass type in the 
southeast. 
FBPS Fuel Model Descriptions 
(Maps of the FBPS Fuel Moaels are in Appendix H.) 
Fuel Model 1 - Very littie shrub or timber is present. generally less than one-
third of the area. Grasslands and savanna are represented along with stubble . 
grass-tundra, and grass-shrub combinations that met the above constraint. 
Annual and perennial grasses are included in this fuel model. 
Fuel Model 2 - Open shrub lands and pine stands or scrub oak stands that 
cover one-third to two-thirds of the area may generally fit this model ; such 
stands may include clumps of fuels that generate higher intensities and that 
may produce firebrands. Some pinyon-juniper may be in this model. 
FIRE HISTORY: The majority of the fires occurring within the ReBR have been 
caused by lightning. Since 1980. 146 wildland fires have occurred in the ReBR . The 
majority of the fires in the area are small (less than .25 acre) . hOIi~ever there have 
been six wildland fires that were greater than 100 acres (see AppendiX I). 
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SECTION TWO 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE OBJECTIVES AND 
IDENTIFICATION OF ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES 
Fires are a primary, natural disturbance in the RCBR ecosystem, Therefore, the 
objective of the NIF program is to allow fire to playas natural a role as possible in 
maintaining the ecosystem. The decision to allow a NIF to burn cannot be based 
solely on benefits to wi ldlife., maintenance of certain vegetative types, improvernents in 
forage , or enhancement of recreation, Instead, fire itself. not human values shou ld 
define the landscape to the extent human life, property and natural/cultural resources 
are not threatened, Although the determ ination will not be based on the previously 
mentioned benefits, secondary benefits to these values may be experienced, 
The effects of fire are expected to be an influencing factor in maintaining biological 
diversi ty in the RCBR ecosystem, Fire behavior will vary, ranging from low-intensity 
creeping ground fires to high-intensi ty stand replacement fires , any of which could 
encompass extensive areas, A successful program will permit fire to operate at all 
levels of the ecological spectrum, The desired fu ture conditi"n should be a landscape 
in which lightning fires are one of the naturally occurring processes influ encing all plant 
community types, This would result in a diverse landscape displaying a highly 
dynamiC mosaic of vegetation in va rious stages of succession, always subject to 
change from recurring natural processes, Natural disturbances, especially lightning 
fires, should be part of what defines the landscape, 
Management's intent for use of fire IS described in the Ruby Canyon/Black Ridge 
Integrated Resource Management Plan and the Grand Junction Resource Area RMP, 
NIF and management ignited prescribed fire may be used as tools to achieve the OPC 
wi th in the area. All naturally occurring ignitions wi thin the identified RCBR NIF FMU 
will be considered natural ignition fires until declared a wildland fire (see NI F Decision 
Process page 15) , 
The RCBR planning area is divided into four FMUs, FMU One covers the enti re area 
north of the Colorado River, including the river corridor, and portions of the area south 
of the nver (see map, page 4) . FMU One has urban interface, recreation and private 
property Issues present. Appropriate management re.;ponse wi ll be taken on all 
natural Ignitions, th is , in all probabili ty, will be full suppression, FMUs Two, Three, and 
Four are south of the Colorado River and are the identified NIF units, 
Based on management philosophy, the management of NIF(s) in RCBR should not be 
regulated to a target number of fires or acres burned per year, Rather, the NiF 
Program shou ld be managed to maximize positive effects and minimize negative 
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Objectives: The major objectives of natural Ignition fire in the identified RCBR FMUs 
(2, 3 and 4) are to: 
1. 
2. 
Assist in achieving DPC goals and objecllves: and 
Perm it lightning caused fires to play , as nearly as possible, their natural 
ecological role : and, 
3, Reduce, to an acceptable level. the risks and consequences of wildland 
fire wi thin the area or escaping from the area, 
Achieving these objectives will result In a more vaned vegetative mosaiC, via plant 
succeSSion, In the area , This wi ll , In the long lerm , produce the following secondary 
benefil s: 
1, Fires of varying size; and IntenSity, 
? , 
3 , 
4 . 
5, 
6, 
Decreased risk of wildland fire escaping on to adjacent pnvate lands, 
Decreased potentia l Ihreat of walershed damage and/or severe siltal lon 
from wildland fire. 
Reduclion of fire suppression costs, and eventua lly pre-suppression 
costs, 
Restoration and malnte:1ance of natural ecosystem functions 
Enhancement of wildlife habitat. 
7, Increased opportunit ies for the public to observe natura l processes 
occurring in an ecosystem, 
ThiS program is also expected to be implemented within the fram ework of the fo llOWing 
obfectives or management concerns : 
1, Air Quality - The ambient air quality standards as ouilined In Ihe State s Air 
Quality Plan, VISibility wi thin the area IS expected to be at levels nearer to whal would 
have been the case in the past under a more natural fire regime 
2. Wildland Fire Suppression - Should a NIF or Management IgnJIed Fire (MIF) be 
declared a wildland fire , the appropna le suppression response Will Include 
considerations to protect the natural , undeveloped Integnty of the area, and not cause 
undue damage, The primary objeclive will be to utilize the appropnate suppreSSion 
response, which results In the minimum cost plus loss. As part of thiS gUidebook, Ihe 
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resource area will develop and maintain a guide for minimum impact suppression 
tactics and fi refighter safety procedures to be implemented during NIF activities as 
well as wildland fire suppression activities (Appendix M, Minimum Impact Suppression 
Tactics Guide - Grand Junction Version) , 
Long Term Acceptable Outcomes: Fire is one of the primary natural ecological 
processes, serving an integral role i" the maintenance of the ecosystem, Within the 
RCBR , fire is one of the main factors that determine plant succession, which allows 
the ecosystem to be highly dynamic , evolving naturally over time. Additional 
outcomes may be described as follows: 
Over time, the pattern of fire disturbance c?uld be expected to resemble the historic 
range of variabili ty present prio r to European settlement ( t 400s through 1800s), All 0' 
the plant communities indigenous to the area are well represented and have evolved 
and been maintained with fire. However, the amount and location of various seral 
stages should be very dvnamic , changing wi th each fire and other natural ecological 
processes, 
Fires of va rious sizes , intensities, and durations occur over the 'andscape, Fires occur 
throughout the fire sea30n, thus reflecting effects associated with seasonality, Fire 
reg lrr,es include frequent fires of low to moderate intensity, and infrequent fires of high 
Intensity. Sizes of fires are expected to range from a few acres, to hundreds of acres, 
and sometimes up to several thousand acres, Fires can range from low intensity 
creeping ground fires which pnmanly consume the understory grasses, forbs and 
shrubs but leaves the overstory trees mtact. to high intensity stand replacement fires 
which could consume most of the existing stand and return the site to an early seral 
stage starting the vegetat ive successional cycle over again, 
Woody matenal accumulations would be at low levels so that lightning caused fires 
can playa more natural role without causing unacceptable resource damage , The 
cost of suppressing wildland fires and the effects of wildland fire suppression is low, 
Managp.m~nt Ignited fires within the area could be used very infrequently as 
ecosystems approach more natural conditions, 
Protection of human life, property and natural/cultural resources continues to be the 
highest of all considerations, ViSitors encounter signs of fire , including smoke, and 
they are aware of the natural role of fire In the area . Vi~i t or safety anrl edu~ation 
continue as primary considerations, 
Smoke IS part of the naturai fire process and IS seen In the area and In adjacent 
areas, The amount of smoke vanes from day to day and year to year, However, 
because of the gradual improvement In the vegetation mosaic and reduction in fuel 
accumulations, overal l smoke levels should be less than the levels emitted by the 
large wildland fires of the past. 
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Other resources can be expected to experience secondary benefits from a NIF 
Program, The presence of wi ldl ife spec ies and POpulalions will be determined more by 
the forces of natural selection and survival rather than human interierence. Steps are 
taken so that bene fits to potential. endangered, threatened, and sensitive species are 
conSidered and can be achieved through the NIF program, Where np.cessary, 
measures to protect known endangered or threatened species in areas of previous 
habitat ion will be taken , 
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SECTION THREE 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE RISKS AND 
IMPACTS OF IMPLEMENTATION 
T~e following outline illustrates the risks and potent ia l impacts that are possible due to 
Implemenlatlon of the NIF program and the effects an escape can have on the public. 
fac ili ties and the program itself. 
It IS recognized t h~t fire has and always will be an influencing factor in ecosystems. 
One r.an visualize fires burn ing during rela tively mild burning conrfit '0.1S exi~ting 
primarily as low intensity ground surface fifes or those burning during ~ner warmer 
conditions exhibiting va rious intensities. The size of area affected by each type of fire 
would also vary although the trend would be for larger areas to be affected during the 
warm drier conditions. 
The implementation of any fire use program has some inherent risks. Listed below 
are the identified risks and potential adverse impacts associated with implementing a 
NIF Program f(" Ruby Canyon/Black Ridge Planning area. A brief ou tline of the 
identified risks and potential ilnpacts are: 
Fire damage to private property . 
Concentrations of smoke within 
and near the area. 
Fire damage to structures 
Off-site air quality degradation. 
NIF activities on recreation users. 
POTENTIAL IMPACTS 
Claims for monetary loss. 
Possible i:1convenience and or 
r.omplaints from recreation/adjacent 
land owners. Possible impact on 
expected 8xperience. 
Loss of h cili ty and Capital 
Investment. Inconvenience to 
adm:nistration and recreational 
users. 
Exceed National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (PM-10). 
Recreation ists may be temporarily 
displaced or expected experience 
affected . Public safety could be 
jeoparC;;zed. Scenic vistas could be 
tempora rily adversely affected. 
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6. 
7 . 
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9. 
NIF exceeds prescription and 
becom8s wi ldland fir" . 
NIF burns habitat associated wi th 
potentia l. endangered. threatened. 
or sen:i tive species. 
NIF burns <'Iigible historic si tes. 
NIF burns signs and boundary 
markers. 
Fire threatens to or escapes MM,\ . 
Expenditure of EFFS funds would be 
required. Firefignting resources may 
be committed and would not be 
available fo ,' initia l attack elsewhere . 
Possible tlHeat to residential 
property . pending location of fire 
escape. 
Various species could be affected. 
Heri tage resource :·~st without being 
fully evaluated or mitigated. 
Investment loss. 
Spec ific explanation of th ese risk situations and suggested mitigation measures are as 
follows: 
Private Property Private land parcels adjacent to the Fire Management Area \FMA J 
are shown on the FMU maps. Should the fife escape or make an unexpected "run '. 
primary emphasis will be to protect li fe and proper1y. 
Resource and Social ConsldGrations (Smoke Management) : Areas outside the RCBR 
FMA most likely to be affected by smoke are the 1-70 Interstate corridor. the Colorado 
River corr idor. the Grand Valley. Glade Park. and the towns of MacK . Loma . FrUi ta 
and Grand Junction. Assessment of smoke Impacts to the user and off-Site pub lic wil: 
be considered in the daily evaluat ion decision making process of the natural ignit ion 
fife burn plan (RxBP). using most current available technology as it becomes 
available. Each year dUring March. tr,e Grand Junctic.n District fife staff w;'1 submit 
applications to the Colorado Department of Pub lic Health 3nd Envlfonment - Aif 
Pollution Control D,v,s,on for natural ignition fife smoke management perl,,;ls 
(Appendix Q. Form APC-95b) 
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Recreation Consideration: There could be an inconvenience to some recreation users 
by geographic displacement from the;r intended area due to an active fire . Impacts in 
terms of numbers of trails. distance of mainline trails involved. or amount of heavily 
used areas affected at one time will be identified and addressed in each RxBP. To 
maximize visi tor safety in areas affected, public safety Items/concern s will be Included 
in the RxBP, and reinforced through signing and public contacts at trailheads , trails or 
campsites (as conditions/needs warrant). 
Rather than limit the area affected by fire at anyone time. the resou rce area may 
consider other limitations they want in place. These could include the number of trails 
aff€cted at one time, etc . No gUidelines are written for thes decisions because these 
will be determined on a case by case basis . Heavily used areas need and will have 
fire in them at some time but it is appropriate to ~o:1sider how much should burn in 
anyone year or decade. Signs warning of the hazards of fire. snags, smoke, trail 
cor.dltions, and campsi te availability wil l be considered as conditio,",s warrant. 
To maximize vIsi tor safety and use In areas affected by a natural ign ition fire , a public 
safety plan will be developed for all fires affecting public facilities such as trail heads, 
trails, anJ campsites. 
Commercia/ Considerations: Any commerc ial users or operators (outfitters or grazing 
permlttee,c' in the area will be Informed of the start ard progress of a NI F(s) in their 
respective areas. Those expected to operate wi th in or r..ear the projected MMA will be 
notified Immediately and be given the best estlmation/probabil; ties when the fire may 
impact them or their operation ucing the risk assessment analysis. Upon notification. 
It IS the user's re~ponslbility to remove their equipment. livestock, or evacuate their 
location. 
Potenllal. Endangered, Threatened, and Sensitive Species: Most plants that are listdd 
under any of the above classifications have evolved with a speci fic fire periodicity anJ 
corresponding fire Intensity. By extending the period between fire visits to habitats. 
the potential Increase In fire Intensity IS likely to be the most damaging effp.ct to most 
plant species. Impacts of the NI F Program are not perceived as detrimental. 
LikeWise. any NIF effect r>n listed animal species IS perceived as short term and not 
posing an adverse impact. The overall assessment is that thp. NIF Program would 
most likely have a benefic,,,1 effect whereas continued life suppression could result In 
an Increased fuel level and fire Intensity that could cause long-term aoverse E'ffe~ts. 
Sot! and Water Quality Considerations: NIF mayor may not have a degrading effect 
on water quallt'/ Within the area . The likelihood of soi l displacement cau~lng 
dcgr;;datlon of water quality IS dependent on a fire 's location in respect to the 
stream(s) , the heat Intensity, and/or amount of du ff consumption that occurs. The 
overall assessment is that the threat of serious and/or long lerm water quali ty 
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degradation is min imal at most. Therefore it is not listed as a major nsk. but will be 
considered c1unng prElparation of the RxBP. 
Ecological ConSidera tions. It 's estimated by pmfesslonal judgment. by interpreting 
fire history . that a least 10 fires start within the RCBR area each fire season. Fires 
are Integral in this part of the state of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain Region in that 
ce rtain species require severe disturbanc.= periodically in order that they may be 
rejuvenated and/or to compete agalr.,,; oth." succeSSional species. Recognizing !his 
IS Imp()rtant to managers of the RCBR FMA. Certain risks may be presented to the 
manager by no! implementing a NIF program for the area. Often these lisks are not 
apparent because of subtle differences occu rring in fire dependent ecosystems when 
fire suppression is implemented. Ti le risks associated wi th not implementing a NIF 
Program are vi rtually the same as those ident ified with the Implementation of a NIF 
Program. as a wildland fi re can cause the same impacts. The challenge is to manage 
Wildland fire and/or NIF carefu lly to minimize ~s many of the risks as possible , and to 
mitigate the Impacts as much as practical. 
If Ignitions are continually suppressed, the potential associated with increased fuel 
buildup and damaging wildland fires could result In greater risks to resource 
management obJectives. Wildland fire escapes. and public safety . 
Suppression of a maJonty of ignitions would pro'.':de the basis for the follOWing: 
t . Modify the GO/NO GO considerations. 
2. Assess If Increased treatment of fuels outs,de the area would significantly allow 
more NIF's. 
3. 
4, 
5 
Modify ttle nsk assessment philosophy. 
Request funds In RxBP to manage ignitions, I.e .. holding actions. 
Evaluate Implementation of the appropnate suppression response policy for 
Ignltl )ns that are declared Wildland fires . i: the full range of strategies 
dlsp,ayed in the FSA or WFSA? Is emph3sls ~Iaced on minimum cost and 
leasl detrimenta: re~ource Impact from the suporesslon strategy and tactics? 
12 
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I. 
SECTION FOUR 
COORDINATION, JOINT PLANNING, 
AND PROGRAM REVIEW OUTLINE 
Preseason Planning and Review 
Assure coordination in natural ignition fire program and action plans. The following 
agencies/unils should be involved : 
A. Oth'3r Federal Agencies 
1. Bureau of Land Management - Utah 
2 . Federal Aviation Administration 
3. National Park Service 
4 . Natural Resource Con~ervation Service 
B. State or Colorado Agencies 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
D,v,s,on of Wildlife 
Department of P'Jblic Health and Environment. Air Pol lut ion 
Control DiVision 
Department of Natural Resources 
State Forest Service 
C. City/Count:; Gove rnments 
Local County CommiSSioners 
D. Partners/Cooperators/Perm ittees 
II. In the Event of a Natural Ignition Fire 
As a,Jprooriate. keep the following agencies informed of fire status. This is especially 
critical if the fi re has the potential to spread into the protection ju risdiction of another 
agency. 
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III. 
A . 
B. 
Other Federal Agencies 
3 . 
4 . 
National Park SerJlce 
Bureau of I c:ld Management - Utah 
Federal Aviation Administrat ion 
Natural Resource Conservation Service 
Colorado State Agencies 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Department of Public Health and Envi ronment. Air Pollutio" 
Control Division 
Department of Natural Resources - State Office 
Division of Wildl ife - Reg ional Office 
State Forest Service - District Forester 
Department of Transportation 
State P",trol 
Office of the Governor 
C. City/County Governments 
1 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5 . 
Local Alfshed Coordinator 
Cou~ty Board of Commissioners 
County Sheriff 
City/County Health Department. Air Pollution Control Officer 
Local Fife Protection District 
D. Partners/Cooperators/Permittees 
For Natural Ignition Fires Projected to Burn Outside the ReBR FMA 
Boundary 
Any natural :gnition rire projected to cross the MMA boundary wi ll be declared a 
wild!and fire and must undergo an Wildland Fire Situation Analysis (WFSA) which wil l 
determine tht! appropriate suppression response . 
14 
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SECTION FIVE 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE DECISION PROCESS 
(ACTION PROCESS) 
This portion of the RCBR Fire Management Guidebook involves the steps and 
procedures to be implemented once an ignition is discovered and "MUST" consider 
each of the following : 
A. 
B. 
IDENTIFICATION OF LOCAL APPROVAL AU I HORITY. 
IDENTIFICATION OF EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE IN ITIAL "GO/NO 
GO" DECISION. 
C. RISK ASSESSMENT. 
D. PROVISION FOR DAILY REVALIDATION . 
E. TI MELY DECIS ION BY THE LIN E OFFICER. 
ACTION ANALYSIS AND DECISION PROCESS: (FIRE IS DETECTED) 
STAGE I ANALYSIS: INITIAL DECISION ON NEW IGNITIONS (4 Hour Time Limit) 
At this stage. the preliminary decision IS made. following confirmation of a fire start . 
The objective of this analysis is to determine whether or not the sta rt meets 
preliminary criteria to be declared a natural Ignition fire . Limits of acceptable risk 
focus on the following variables identi fied In the GOINO GO DeCision and Stage I Risk 
Decision Matrices: 
Most fires that occur in the RCBR FMA have some Inherent risks. The most obvious 
risks are those associated with a fire that meets predetermined conditions and criteria 
and is allowed to burn for a period of time. However. there are also risks associated 
With suppression of all ignitions. Risks associated with both situations are discussed 
briefly in the sections below. 
The risk consideralions evaluated during thiS process Include: 
- Threat to life or property . 
- Adequacy of funds . 
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- Smoke management concerns or the threat of violating air quality 
requirements . 
- Local/regional/national fi re si tuation and preparedness levels. 
- Impacts on visitors. users. cooperators , or communities. 
- Proxirnity to the fire management area boundary or predeterrn ined fire 
defensible boundary. 
- Amount of NIF that is manageable. 
- Existing and predicted weather. fi re behavior. and fuel conditions. 
- Drought evaluation. 
Collectively. these considerations are assessed to some degree during three distinct 
deciSIOn-making phases: (1) completing the Initial GOINO GO Considerations. (2) 
development of the RxBP . and (3) during the daily revalidat ion of an on-going NIF. 
The first phase of evaluating risk occurs prior to making the GOINO GO 
considerations. One available process called "RERAP" or Rare Event Risk 
Assessment Process includes several computer prograrns and can be used to develop 
"risk probabilities" that a fire might develop fire behavior and would eventually cause 
its escape from the area . Based on a particular date of ignition and a particular 
location Within the RCBR FMA. the program would utilize historic climatological 
observations modeled with fuel situations the fire will most likely encounter during the 
days ahead as it spreads toward an identified site of concern or the boundary. This 
long range "risk assessment" is another "decision support tool" that could be used in 
the GOINO GO conside ration phase. Future computer applications such as FARSITE. 
~tc . will be incorporated into the risk assessment process as they are developed and 
refined. 
The following page illustrates this first "key" step in the risk analysis process. This is 
the GOINO GO <-hecklist. 
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INITIAL IIGO-NO GOII DECISION 
(4 Hour Time Limit) 
Objective: Determine whether the fire meets preliminary criteria for natural ignition fire 
status. 
1. Is the fire lightning caused? 
2. The fire is no immediate threat to life or property. 
(Within 72 hours) 
3. The fire is no immediate threat to the FMA boundary. 
(Within 72 hours) 
4. A Prescribed Fire Manager is available on District or one 
can be assigned through RMACC within 24 hours. 
5. Is risk of escape , as displayed by the Risk Assessment 
Charts, acceptable to the appropriate line officer? 
6. Fire suppression resources are adequate based on 
the fire 's potential. Utilize Regional & National 
Preparedness Level Guidelines. 
7. A natural ignition fire burn plan can be completed 
within 72 hours using pertinent specialists.· 
8. Air qual ity impacts are acceptable . 
9. There are sufficient funds available in the NIF fund .... 
10. There are no other line officer issues that would 
preclude this ignition from being managed as a 
natural ignition fire . 
11 . Does the resource area have an approved State of 
Colorado Smoke Permit for NIF ignitions? 
YES NO 
If "YES" to all of the above, Area Manager approves , informs the District Manager, 
and proceeds with the development of Prescribed Burn Plan . 
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If any of the above are "NO". and the Area Manager recommends management of the 
Ignition as a NIF. contact the District Manager for approval. 
If GO/NO GO considerations indicate the ignition cannot be managed as a NIF . 
document which considerations are unacceptable in a FSA. declare the Ignition a 
wi ldland fire . and implement the appropriate suppression response strategy. 
ApprOVing Line Officer Title Date 
. Pe rtine~ t specialists are those identified in the qualifications section of the 
gUidebook ~nd are specifical ly identified as the Impact Analysis Team . 
•. If Insuff icient funds exist in the NIF fund . defer approval of the ignition as a NIF to 
the District Manager or manage NIF wi th suppression funds. 
t8 
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STAGE ONE RISK ASSESSMENT 
To develop the risk assessment charts (Appendix L) . the RCBR FMA was divided into 
four FMU's (page 4) . These FMU's were formed using natu ral barriers . roads and 
trails . and developed as close to existing administrative boundaries as was possible 
while providing a logical point or boundary which could be used as a MMA boundary. 
The following characteristics were used to delineate the FMU: 
A. DPC objectives/constuints. 
B. Orientation of major drainage in relation to prevailing winds. 
C. Proximity of barriers or boundaries in relation to prevailing winds. 
D. Values at risk outside boundaries. 
The level of risk depends on the time of year and natural ignition fire variables 
described above. 
The risk assessment charts were developed using several methods available. 
Primarily. the assumptior.s made in t~leir development stemmed around average rates 
of spread for the time of year and that two significant wind events usually occur during 
the span of an average fire season . Several of the risk assessment charts involve the 
same FMU but differ in their assumption of risk due to abrupt changes in fuels. aspect. 
andlor topography. It is important to keep the risk assessment charts In perspective. 
and not to base all decisions solely on their outputs. 
Of considerable importance to the risk assessment process is the Ene~gy Release 
Component (ERC) of the National Fire Danger Rating System. In addition to the ERC. 
the Line Officer under advisement from the Fire Management Officer (FMO) or 
Prescribed Fire Manager. should take into consideration . the Keetch-Byram Drought 
Index. This index is found in Appendix J and should assist the decision maker in 
addressing long term drought conditions. The incorporation of drought concitions will 
result in tempering the risk decision derived from the risk assessment charts . 
The risk assessment charts are used for the initial decision. This decision must be 
made by the appropriate line officer or designated acting within four hours from the 
time of detection. In the Fire Management Action Plans, the district will stratify ERC 
numbers for each of the adjective ratings . The following table illustrates the 
stratification based upon the cumulative frequency each of the adjective class ran ge 
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during the normal or average t68 day fire season from May t to October t5 annually. 
based upon the historical weather Information trom the representative tuel model T&A 
and the Colorado Nationa l Monument Remote Automated Weather Station (RAWS) 
#052401 : 
ERC 0 0 Distribution 
00-47 
48-58 
59-80 
81-95 
96-1 00 
ERC 00 Distribution 
nO-57 
58-78 
79-97 
98-100 
Fuel Model T 
ERC Value 
Ot -03 
04-06 
07-1 3 
14-18 
19+ 
Fuel Model A 
ERC Value 
0- 1 
2 
3 
4 
Adlectlve Rat ing 
Low 
Moderate 
High 
Very High 
Extreme 
AdlE.: t,ve Rat ing 
Low/Moderate 
High 
Very High 
Extreme 
For any tuel model. ERC is the most conservative ot the components. The ERC 
varies one-to-one with the loading-weighted fuel moisture and IS a number relallng to 
the available energy per unit area (BTU/SO FT) within the flaming front at the head of 
a fire. The cu rrent equation for ERC multiplies the reaction intensity (heat released) 
and the resident time which give; the total heat output at a certain fuel moisture as a 
product. Wind is not ?n ERC-driving variable. The ERC should be used in situations 
where It IS Important to minimize the day to day and place by place variability of fire 
danger rating . Such is the case in prescribed fire planning. The ERC traces the 
seasonal trE:nds ot fire danger better than any other of the NFDRS indexes or 
components. It is least responsive to short-period fluctuat ions in fire danger (Appendix 
K). 
The prevIous table delineating ERC Into % Distribution . ERC Value. and Adjective 
Rating enables the line Officer and fire management specialist to interpret ERC into 
the context of fire danger and risk by the following : 
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1. ERC % Distribution equates to the percentage of time within the fire season 
when the area analyzed is at or below a certain adjective fire danger rat ing. For 
example, at the adjective rat ing of Extreme, 95% of the 168 day fire season is below 
the Extreme fire danger rating . In contrast. the remaining 5% (28 days of the 168 day 
fire season) are at the Extreme rating. 
2. The ERC value for a given adjective rating is display.:;! so that a fire manager 
or line Officer is made aware of the fire danger rat ing with little or no need for 
additional analysis and calculation . 
When analyzing risk utilizing the asso~ :ated risk assessment charts , RERAP , 
BEHAVE, and the Crown Fire Behavior Prediction system, the Prescribed Fire 
Manager and the Fi re Behavior Analyst or Prescribed Fire Behavior Analyst should 
use caution in making determinations of rates or spread. etc . The fire behavior fuel 
models have a tendency to over-predict fire behavior. With : '1e exception of crown fire 
behavior fires in the RCBR have a normal tendency to sp!ead primarily by spotting. 
STAGE II ANALYSIS: FURTHER ANALYSIS (72 Hour Time Limit) 
The second phase for evaluating risk (development of the prescribed fire burn plan or 
NIF RxBP) requires more site-specific information and a closer examination of the 
fire 's potential and consequences associated with the long-term management of a NIF. 
including possible escape. It is accomplished within 72 hours of discovery. 
This second phase provides thp. opportunity for the line Officer to reassess the 
decision made in the GO/~!O GO consideration phase. One of the critical items for 
the NIF RxBP is the fire's behavioral projection for both "expected" and "most severe" 
weather conditions . (One scenario to consider as "most severe" would be the 
occurrence of a cold front passage on the fire site .) The methodology normally used 
for this task will include state-of-the-art fi re modeling (BEHAVE Program or similar 
technology) , coupled with a close examination of fuel profiles, topographical maps and 
natural barriers. weather conditions and climatological history (as provided by 
FIREFAMILY, PCFIRDAT. PCSEASON , RERAP . FARSITE , etc .) . Projection~ for the 
"most severe" scenario will use weather conditions from the most severe months per 
year on record. A qualified Prescribed Fire Behavior Analyst or Fi re Behavior Analyst 
will perform these fire projections independently of the development of the MMA for 
each RxBP. 
The following factors should be given cO:1sideration when determining the MMA: 
1. The effects on other resources , including threatened. endangered. and sensitive 
species and heritage resources. 
2. The socio-political factors (such as smoke dispersion). 
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3. The economic factors (such as the number of outf itters or livestock permittees 
that may be adversely affected) . 
4 . The capability to manage a fire at the MMA size. 
5. Whether the MMA is located along defensible boundaries. Where defensible 
boundaries are not avai lable along the perimeter. the "holding plan" in the RxBP will 
make specific recommendations as how the fire will be managed in tnose areas. 
6. The MMA is not a "last chance line." Holding actions may need to be taken 
long before the fire reaches this predetermined perimeter if it is to be kept inside the 
perimeter. Continuity in personnel r.lanaging the NIF. and taking advantage of 
effective. topographical control points become the foundations for success. 
When comparing these fire growth projections with a possible MMA, consider the 
following guidelines: 
1. Based on actual location of the fire v/ith expected weather. f~c; conditions and 
topography in vicinity of the fire. evaluate risk over a period of time using RERAP. 
2. Assess the probability of fire remaining within the MMA associated benefits. 
consequences of failure, an j expected losses. If the fire has a high probability to 
remain In the MMA over time. the wildland fire or prescribed fire behavior analyst 
should develop daily growth projections. The projections will form the basis for future 
daily revalidation considerations. 
3. If the weather conditions can cause fire spread to exceed the MMA with a risk 
level unacceptable to the Line Officer. then an immediate wildland fire declaration 
should be made. 
4. If addit ional ign itions occur, even wi thin the existing MMA, they will be 
r.onsidered new NIFs ard managed as such. 
A suggested means to further assess the "risk" associated with managing an ignition 
with in Its detNmined MMA. is to condense the considerations listed earlier into the 
fo llowing questions and evaluate in terms of probability and consequences: 
1. Will li fe. pr,vate property. or administrative sites be threatened within the MMA? 
2. Will the MMA be threatened? 
3. Will smoke cause an adverse affect either on or off-site? 
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4 . 
5. 
6. 
Will T&E species. heritage resources. or other resources of concern be 
threatened? 
Will fire suppression resources be needed on this NIF. and what if the\, are 
required elsewhere for wildland fire suppression? 
Will appropriate funds be available to manage the NIF until it is out? 
7. Could additional NIFs be managed? 
Other state-of-the-art "tools" should also be ccnsulted as they become available. All 
Items of the RxBP should be addressed by the Impact Analysis Team before 
forwarding to the appropriate Line Officer for approval or disapproval. The following 
Complexity Level Flow Chart will assist in determining the appropriate line Officer. 
Please note that if the items listed '" each column address the situation for the 
individual NIF. that column then indicates the appropriate complexity level and 
appropriatE: Line Officer authority. 
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COMPLEXITY LEVEL FLOW CHART 
Complexity Level II 
Area Manager 
Likel ihood of fire 
crossing MMA IS 
minimal. 
Long ter", closures 
affecting use of area 
not anticipated 
Fire t.iuration ~ot 
expected to exceed 
assigned NIF team 's 
c<q abil ities. 
Numbers of NIFs are not 
exceeding assigned 
resource capabilit;es. 
NIF situation commensurate 
with sk ill level and experience 
of the Line Officer. 
Complex ity Level I 
District Manager 
Long term clos" res 
expected (60+ days) 
Fire durat;on is expected to 
exceed NIF team's capabil ities 
and on-site resources. 
Multiple/Complex NIFs 
occurring on the district 
concurrently. 
Resource area Line Officer's 
NIF skil l level and experience 
insufficient. 
Complexity levels are based upon di'ection found in th IS' National Wildland Fire 
Coordinating Group Execut ive Summary of January 1995. 
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STAGE III ANALYSIS: MANAGEMENT OF FIRE 
The objective during the management stage is to determine whether or not fire activity 
matches fire projections and is an acceptable risk . A daily revalidation that assesses 
riRk is required for any active NIF. A NIF which is inactive may utilize a scaled-down 
revalidation schedule of every three to fi ve days. 
As the fire increases in ~ize, management options decrease. Management's ability to 
exercise expedient control actions, which keep the fire within the MMA. demands 
adequate planning. The MMA is not a "last chance line". Fire control actions may 
need to be taken before the fire reaches the perimeter if the fire is to be kept inside 
the perimeter. The impact analysis team will develop a series of "trigger points" within 
th(; MMA which initiate tactical actions designed to maintain the NIF within 
prescription . 
The Prescribed Fire Manager will test the assumptions made by the Impact Analysis 
Team against the cu rrent activity and projections. If current fire activity and 
projections deviate from the original assumptions, the Impact Analysis Team will 
reconvene and update projections for the Line Officer. The Line Officer will use th is 
information to affirm the NIF status or declare a wildland fire . 
The level of analysis necessary for the daily revalidation will be commensurate to the 
fire activity and predicted weather condi tions. 
A. Dai ly Revalidation: On a daily basis, the Prescribed Fire Manager wi ll analyze 
and document the following conditions : 
1. Reaffirm that resources are available for the next three to fi ve day 
period. 
2. Reaffirm that allocated funds are suff icient to manage the fire for the nex, 
three to five day period. 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
Reaffirm that the fire behavior predictions for the next 24 hour period are 
valid . 
Reaffirm that the fire growth predictions relative to the MMA are valid for 
the next 24 t our period. 
Reaffirm that the weather conditions and forecasts for the next 24 hour 
period are within the original projections. 
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6. 
7 . 
Reaffirm that the assumptions used In the risk assessment proce~: ~ re 
va lid for the next 24 hour period. 
Reaffirm that the smoke management assumptions and projections are 
va lid for the next 24 hour period. 
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Stage I 
SECTION SIX 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE BURN PLAN 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
(OUTLINE FORMAT AND FLOW CHART) 
A. TI ME FRAME - To be completed within four hours. 
B. APPROVAL AUTHORITY - Are'l Manager. 
1. Zone FMO will perform advisory role . 
2. Interagency dispatch personnel will provide information on 
Regional preparedness levels. 
C. ;MPLEMENTATION STEPS 
Stage II 
1. Analyze the situation utiliz ing the Stage I fiow chart . 
2. Document this analysis . 
3. Assign Prescribed Fire Manager and convene impact analysis 
team to conduct Stage II analysis or implement appropriate 
suppression response. 
A. TIME FRAME - to be completed within 72 hours 
B. APPROVAL AUTHORITY 
1. COMPLEXITY LEVEL II - Area Manager 
2 . COM PLEXITY LEVEL I - District Manager 
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C. IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 
1. Description of fire potential and analysis. 
2. 
3. 
a. I-::>rmulate Impact Analysis Team. 
b. Anal)fsis . 
1. Describe fire potential : 
(a) Probable case 
(b) Severe case 
2. Develop map of MMA. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
Describe impacts for MMA. and each scenario 
(probable and severe) . Include subsequent ignition 
impacts within the MMA. A new start within an 
existing MMA will not be automatically classed as a 
natural ignition fire or a wildland fire . Each will be 
evaluated on its own merits as to its eventual 
classification . Firefighter and public safety must 
remain a paramount factor in this decision process. 
Designate 2~d prioritize Values at Risk . Values at 
Risk are the elemer. is that will be used to periorm 
risk assessment; and evaluate the suppression 
alternatives in the WFSA. 
Utilize flow charts to determine the complexity level 
of the fire . 
Develop the Natural Ignition Fi re Management Plan. 
a. This wi ll be accomplished by the Pr"scribed Fire Manager. 
b. Use prescribed format (Appendix D). 
Line CJificer dec ision . 
a. Presentat ion to appropriate Line Officer. 
b. Line Offir.er approval -----> Continue as natural ignition fire . 
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c. Line Officer disapproval -----> Move to wildland fire status 
(Document) . 
4. Contingency Planning (Wildland fire Decision Procedures). 
a. TIME FRAME - to be completed at the point in time when a 
change in status of the fire is being contemplated, or the 
natural ignition fire is predict9d to exceed the MM!l .. 
b. APPROVAL AUTHORITY - Area Manager. 
c . IMPLEMENTATION STEPS: 
1. Reconvene Impact Analysis Team . 
2. WFSA development. 
Land management direction was utilized in Stage II 
Analysis to identify and prioritize Values at Risk for 
the natural ignition fire event. The Values at Risk will 
be reaffirmed and reprioritized at this time to meet 
the existing and anticipated situation. 
Values at Risk are the elements that will be used to 
evaluate the suppression alternatives in the WFSA. 
The Impact Analysis Team will develop strategic 
alternatives that utilize tactics that are appropriate. 
The team will develop a map of the projected fi re 
perimeter for each alternative and periorm the WFSA 
analysis utilizing the Values at Risk as evaluation 
criteria . 
In the event that a wildland fire declaration must be 
made. the managing Line Officer has several 
important responsibilities. Suppression actions can 
be harmful to the resource, expensive to implement , 
and dangerous to the firefighter. Full participation in 
the WFSA process and close monitoring of 
suppression objectives become most critical during 
this phase. Continuity of managemert perspectives 
and full interaction with the Incident Management 
Team (Class 1, 2. or 3) are critical at th is juncture . 
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DECISION MAKING AND NOTIFICATION FLOW CHART 
FIRE DISCOVERED 
I 
DISPATCHER NOTIFIES ZONE FMO AND RESOURGE ADVISOR 
I 
RESOURCE ADVISOR INITIATES INITIAL GO/NO-GO DECISION 
AND DOCUMENTS 
I 
IF DECISION IS NO, DECLARE IGNITION A WILDLAND FIRE AND ZONE FMO 
INITIATES A FIRE SITUATION ANALYSIS (FSA) 
I 
IF DECISION IS YES FOR NIF AREA MANAGER IS CONTACTED 
(CONTINUE DOWN THROUGH FLOW CHART) 
I 
ZONE FMO AND DISPATCH NOTIFIES ADJACENT BLM DISTRICTS, FORESTS, 
PARK SERVICE AND REGIONAL COORDINATION CENTER OF STAGE I DECISION 
I 
PRESCRIBED FIRE MANAGER AND IMPACT ANALYSIS TEAM ASSIGNED 
I 
PRESCRIBED FIRE MANAGER AND IMPACT ANALYSIS TEAM COMPLETE STAGE II 
ANAL YSIS AND RX BURN PLAN (WITHIN 72 HOURS OF FIRE DISCOVERY) 
I 
DECISION TO CONTINUE AS NIF OR DECLARE A WILDLAND FIRE 
I 
IF DECISION IS NO, 
DECLARE IGNITION A WILDLAND FIRE AND INITIATE AN 
WFSA 
I 
IF DECISION IS YES 
FOR NIF (CONTINUE DOWN THROUGH FLOW CHART) 
I 
RESOURCE SPECIALISTS AND NIF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED DUTIES 
I 
NIF MANAGEMENT TEAM MONITORS NIF AND COMPLETES 
DAILY REVALIDATION 
AS PART OF THE STAGE III ANALYSIS 
I 
I" DURING THE STAGE III ANALYSIS, THE NIF EXCEEDS PRESCRIPTION 
PAHAMETERS DECLARE THE NIF A WILDLAND FIRE AND ANALYZE SITUATION 
THROUGH AN WFSA 
I 
IF NIF REMAINS IN PRESCRIPTION , MAINTAIN STAGE III ANALYSIS AND 
CONTINUE DOWN FLOW CHART 
I 
FIRE DECLARED OUT 
I 
NIF MANAGEMENT TEAM PREPARES SUMMARY FIRE REPORT 
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SECTION SEVEN 
MONITORING OF THE PRESCRIBED NATURAL 
FIRE PROGRAM 
The lollowing actions will be implemented to provide inlormation on the progress and results 
of NIF implementation , as well as an assessment of the need for amending or revising the 
NIF Program and/or this guidebook. 
Th is NIF Program monitoring does not replace individual (RxBP) project monitoring and 
management which is accomplished daily or more often as conditions change. 
This program monitoring and evaluation will provide information to : 
1. Compare planned versus applied management standards and procedures. 
2. Quantitatively record program accomplishment over time. 
3. Measure the effects of the program objectives and acceptable outcomes. 
4. Determine planned versus actual costs. 
5. Evaluate the effect of the NIF program on adjacent land. off-site resources (including 
air resources). and communities . 
6. Identify research needs. 
7. Provide validation of the information provided by the risk assessment process. 
The results of monitoring and evaluation will be documented to varying degrees in the 
following report : 
1. Annual Fire Report . 
The results of monitoring and evaluation can lead t:J the following recommendations: 
1. No changes needed as the goals, objectives. and Implementation procedures have 
been achieved and/or are properly followed: 
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2. Referral to the line officer for improvement of administration and management to 
ensure proper application of the elements of the NIF plan; or 
3. Modification or revision of the GO/NO GO considerations. 
4 . Modification or revision of any other guidelines. 
Monitoring Levels : Three levels of monitoring and evaluation will be carried out: 
implementation monitoring, effectiveness monitoring and validation monitoring. The purpose 
of implementation monitoring is !o determine if the individual NIF(s) are being carried out and 
managed in accordance with the elements of the NIF Program (as defined in this document) 
and the applicable RCBR objectives. 
The purpose of effectiveness monitoring is to determine if the individual fires, and the 
program, are effective in meeting the objectives of the vegetation and wildlife communities of 
the RCBR plan. 
The purpose of validation monitoring is to determine whether the initial assumptions used in 
developing the NIF Program are correct or if there is a better way to meet stated objectives. 
The monitoring actions are displayed in the following tables. 
IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING 
Magnitude and 
Actlvily Monitoring Method(s) Unil of Measure Frequency 
Responsibility 
Document Inc "umDer 01 
100°. annually Area :"ccCr-Iplsnmcn"s I ,[(lS tOlo1l;]cl (>501 eaen 512.1 2': E"n'b,1 01 Acrcs d()l'alS 
Manager IlF!.101 
Oocumef\llo-'ulufe 
PrO,eel r.lc 10" "9 evaluat 'on Ine so!:!c'''c:s ,n FMAP ChaPler N l.lmbcr 01 hlcs 100
G
• annually Area 
01 eaCh natural'gM,on ':0 Manager ZFMQ I,. 
Oe:c"'"l"IC ,' : 'l~ Rev cw of Ine 1,le on 
l"'o·c"TC'l~ iJ·"'" P,at: ces C'OMC"t'; 01 tnc NIF f"1an s Ie Ourn plan ano all r'Jumb(!r 01 hres District ~"at\a9cr . Area arc Olooor'y 00-09 tJocume:'1t3 tJon 'IInlnm Manager and FMO 
rCDort 0 1 t,re reVICw 
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Activity 
Activity 
Fire Reg.mes 
EFFECTIVENESS MONITORING 
Monitoring Objective 
A. e Ir.. ~mot., mClOthrYj 10015 
ana .... p~"'-n!al>O'1P'actlCe5 
ti .. ~I'y;J..,'"'"".lOl'nqlne 
I =aC~:II~':::'=PM10 
,~murres1 
l ~t'>&l\trP'OIl'arne"~I-.e 
Methodes) 
Pao1p' lt1e .. ,,'1tf' fltDQll Ip. 
Imp"ffI'aToon Ptactocu 
mon.:OI'ongltD'TlallOv" 
"''''''''''' '.Ip...a!< ~Cl'llIO(ll\I W"nffltellOltorx ..... jj<ll· .. g 
Cl t'lep' a"'a~a... ';;\"Uolp..croc5" ... ~'I's.,,!I 
aaat.s$otlQ~ao.. otne'mi!lnOCSO' :;3ml! •. nq 
m" "3')em"" '0fICI!m,0I p..ot.c ot1!p'm.Jr.or'lD<lIh' 
1Oc.Jland SUD '@'9.oral e'l,elSot '>IFS''101oeomcaelS 
(or" ..... n!*~1 
liI"1eNIFP'og"rne'l4ICtNit 
"' acn,,,,n'lIIlftRCBR 
OOI''''~'5 w'~""lne 
ant"Il,,'IIIJ!"'ijltilrl." 
W'~~IIIPO"Iooe-...... e'!' '"9 
h"'''~SGI''':¥Ctlttl l'ts 
',. .. nges..,"'- ecos"" .... 
U1 1.;U ..l.I"'98"4 01ne·,,'Y 
,~atl'9l,allnOlOpO.nlS 
Campa" ;101 IlnD'l~ of RCe~ 
Unit ot Measure 
NumDtt' of l'"" 
Repco1S Aron~.t F." 
MalUl)e"'enlRe!lOo1 
VALIDATION MONITORING 
Assumptions In Pta" 
Oe\elopmenl 
The hre regImes In the 
veq<!tatron types 01 Ihe II.e 
man.agement area are Similar 
to Ine regimes In other areas 
01 Inc Grand JunCtion O:Slrlcl 
ResponSIbIlity 
O.stnel MOlnOlgcr, FMOs File 
EcotoQlst 
Magnitude and 
Frequency Responsibility 
IOO·. ,nnua!IyO woe" / a".age' At,. Manil9ll'ana p"cn 
At!ny,af)O,!Ir'(I I,'a,..')f< P~i) ', 
A~~I>" 0'1<111' 
O,!lrld Mafla!}el Atu ·.'ol~~ 
FMO, (R.INJt 'II '(t.1, Viol'" SQII 
EcolOgy ano"-JO..a", SIlKlol 5111 
Method 01 Valldahon Momtonng 
File perlOd·Clty. s.ze. SCllenly and 
uegetahon response 
In addition to the specifics outlined above and in the monitoring tables, the following items 
and concerns should be monitored and evaluated in order to have current data and 
information regarding overall fire management actions within RCBR and other natural ignition 
fire areas. 
Current Fire Statistics - Document the following items annually: 
A. Document and categorize all fires within the RCBR and other natural ignition fire areas 
as follows: 
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FIRE CATEGORY CURRENT YEAR DATA AVERAGE FOR CURRENT 10 YEARS 
Number Ac. Cost Number 
SxM 
PRESC. NAT. FIRES 
Ac. % of Total 
Cost/Acres 
__ 1_-
WILDLAND FIRE (LIGHTNING) 
WILDLAND FIRE (HUMAN) 
MANAGED NIF DECLARED 
WILDLAND FIRE 
__ 1_-
__ 1_-
_ 1_-
TOTAL OF ALL CLASSES 
__ 1_-
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Compare the fires managed as natural ignit ion fires to the lightning ign ited fires that 
were suppressed. Discuss the reasons lightning ignited fires were suppressed. 
Compare the current 10 year data with the historic role of fire in the area and the 
ecological goal for fire in the fire management area as stated in the guidebook. 
Describe all personal injuries resulting from natural ignition fires and wildland fires. 
Discuss the degree to which managing the natural ignition fires may have increased or 
reduced the personal injury risk associated with wildland fire suppression. 
Describe how and why access was limited by natural ignition fire. 
Document .the number and percent of outfitters and permittees in the area affected by 
natura l Ignition fire at anyone time. Evaluate the results. 
Document losses to life and proparty and public health resulting from the natural 
ignition fire program. Discuss why these losses occurred and recommend how the 
program can be modified to reduce the future risk of these losses. 
Wildland Fire andlor Holding Actionsl lmpacts - Document and evaluate the following items 
annually: 
A. 
B. 
C. 
Document the disturbances caused by camps. heliports and other suppression re lated 
activities. 
Cumpare the amount of fireline constructed for prescribed fire management and the 
amount constructed for wildland fire management. 
Compare the number of a,rcrall landings for prescribed fire management and the 
number of landings for wildland fire management 
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SECTION EIGHT 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE INFORMATION AND 
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM 
It is essential that Natural Ignition Fire Program activities exhibit a high degree of continuity, 
consistent application, timely coordination, and open communications to establish cred ibility 
with local residents, public land users and other land managing agencies. This section 
outlines activities to notify and coordinate with other agencies in Inter/lntra-agency 
Notification and Coordination Process, and outlines activities recommended to provide 
consistent and current information in the Public Inform and Involve Process. 
Inform and Involve Actions should cccur during the following time frames: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
Fire Planning and Significant Revisions: These activities address fire plan 
revisions as well as general awareness of the natural ignition fire program. 
Preseason Activities: These activities prer-are the Grand Junction District managers 
for the upcoming fire season and identify those individuals who will be involved 
throughout the season. 
Natural Ignition Fire in Progress: These activities keep the public and affected 
parties informed of NIF status and any safety considerations necessary. 
Post-Season Activities: These activities provide for follow-up. 
Interllntra-agency Notification and Coordination Process: The Inter/lntra-agency Contact List 
will be updated annually, prior to each fire season. 
Federal and State Agencies that are not part of the BLM electronic information distribution 
process, will be contacted by telephone. Follow·up contacts of on-going status wil l depend 
on the activity of the NIF(s) . 
1. Fi re Planning and Significant Revisions: Agencies with land or resource jurisdictionl 
responsibilities within or adjacent to the RCBR should be contacted during the initial plannin(l 
efforts of the NIF Program and be notified of significant program revisions as they occur. 
Notification of other interl intra agencies without direct involvement within or adjacent to these 
wilderness areas is expected to occur through the usual inlormational activities outlined for 
the general public. The Visitor Information Personnel will be given a brief summary pamphlet 
for public distribution which will briefly describe and explain the NIF program. A sample of 
such a document is located in Appendix P. 
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2. 
3. 
Pre-Fire Season Meetings or Annual Correspondence: Findings and 
recommendations from the previous post-fire season evaluation process, should be 
shared during the annual pre-fire season dispatch coordination meetings or included in 
annual mailings. This coordinetion is expected to occur with those listed on the 
Interllntra-agency Contact List. 
Notification and Coordination During a NIF: As appropriate , the following notification 
and/or coordination tasks will occur: 
Natural ignitions that are declared NIF will be reported immediately by the Grand Junction 
Interagency Dispat~h Center to the Rocky Mountain Area Coordination Center. These fires 
will be included in the daily situation report , the reafter. 
The on-going status of NIFs will be listed on the attached Natural Ignition Fire Status Report 
(see next page). It will be electronically distributed throu<:: ~ , Interagency 
Dispatch/Coordination Centers, and the resource area and district mailrooms and/or 
receptionist's channels. The frequency for distributing this report depends on the activity of 
the fire. 
In addition, the overall fire situation th roughout the western United States will continually be 
monitored and evaluated during daily revalidation of the RxBP, 
When a NIF increases to a larger size and/or is a long duration fi re, coordination with the 
National Park Service and/or the Moab District of the Bureau of Land Management may also 
directly include their agency's representative. These personnel may participate in periodic 
surveillance fl ights, be briefed on past and current fire behavior, or offer suggestions 
regard ing future management decisions of the NIF(s). 
4. Post-Fire Season NIF Program Evaluation: The agencies and groups listed should be 
informed of the annual post-fire SFlason NIF evaluation meeting in the event they wish 
to attend, This will be scheduled prior to the next fire season. A hard copy of the NIF 
Program Annual Report will be sent to the Colorado Department of Natural Resources 
and the Colorado Department of Health/Air Pollution Control Division, 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE STATUS REPORT 
BlM - Grand Junction District 
Fire Managernent Area _________ National Forest _ _____ Unit ___ _ 
Fire Name _____ Fire Nurnber __ Ignition Date ___ Discovery Date __ _ 
Location (Legal & Landmark):T __ , R __ , Sec._, Lat. ____ Long. ___ _ 
Overview (Include existing activity and 3-10 day potential) : 
STATUS (Check Onoll 
Date Fuel Model(s) Fire Size Active Inactive Out 
Remarks 
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Action Item 
A No: tv publIC 01 plan 
B Ntlt,1y media 01 plan 
C Presenl plan revISIOnS 10 
Resource Area/D,Slnels 
E Incmaso unuerSlandlng 01 
nalurallgnF"OI"I I,re. and l Ife 
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I. Fire Planning and Significant Revisions 
Tools 
InlormatlOn leUer 
News I~teasc 
SIaN mecllng 
Brochures. Videos. posters held 
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ohonccatls 
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Responsibility 
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M.:mager 
DrSlllC1 Manager, AIl:!3 
Manager 
Fife StaHs. Rcsourca Arca 
Stall. ZFMQ 
FIfe 51aHs Resource Arca 
StaU. ZF MO 
Fife Statts Resource At!:!a 
SIall,ZFMQ 
0 150'(1(1 Ma"age. Area 
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D,Slnc: Manager Alca 
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F rc Sla" s nCSO~!ce Area 
S'al1 ZFMG F"e Ec 
II . Preseason Activities 
Tools 
MeG""gs 
I,tce·ng:. 
Responsibility 
Area Manag{:' 
ZFf,tO File Eco SI A'ea 
Mana9cI 
F,re SI3nS RcsoulCc ,1"ca 
Slntt ZFP.10 
Rec SIaN 
Alca Managcl 
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When 
Upon completIOn 01 reVieW 
Upon completIOn 01 fC\l I(>W 
Upon compfellon 01 rCVlew 
01'1-00-1'19 
When 
By Ma y ot cacn ';rear 
B,· ""a( 01 cac" '~ear 
By Apr'l 01 eaen year 
By ' c'a season 01 (!ae"- ycar 
Asneeaea 
By A.p',1 01 cacn vcal 
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IV. Post-Season Activities 
Action Item Tools Responsibility When 
A Re .. oe ..... past ! eaSOfl S 
Mecttngs D,stnclManager, Area FalllWln:er Fire MceMg 
1I"tOm'latlon CIlOI'1 Manager 
B C onSKlCf !oItOVN,IO corUact5 
.....-In .. " ec1ed ovtt,ttcrs WIllln J month" at the end of 
perrr ' lee ano prlVa' ,'! MeeTings pnonc calls Area Manager the hf~. s.eason Ianao" 'leIS C;'~l\aCled cur,ng 
' 'Ie cast season s 1,Ies 
C Prepare article on Inc pasl News re leases ' j;tters 10 Inc District Manager. Area tiy i IOllr"',t)cl 01 cach year. II 
s(!.1s.oflS l,eactlVlty DU')t·C 'rom RCB , mailing list Manage. appropriate 
,0 Os'' '0 post season Ac .. ."rts Inl(!l.)gcncy Coord,naMg By J, 'nuary 01 each y(!ill L'''''", Groups 
APPENDIX A 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS & ACRONYMS 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
There are a number of fire terms that are frequently use that may not be understood. Th is 
glossary should help explain some of the common Federal-ese used with the media. If at 
any time you do not understand a term or acronym, please ask for clarification. 
Appropriate Management Response--Specific actions taken in response to a wildland fire 
to implement protection and fire use objectives. 
Burning period--The time of the day when fires spread most rapidly . Typically this is from 
10:00 am. to sundown. 
Burn Plan--A comprehensive pia" developed by fire and resou rce specialists for each 
individual natural ignition fire describing the conditions associated with a fire . predicted fi re 
behavior and weather and the risks associated with allowing a fire to hurn. A burn plan must 
be approved by the Area Manager responsible for that particular fire. 
Chain --66 feet. Eighty chains equal one mile. Firelines length or the forward ra te of spread 
of fires are often measured In chains. 
Contingency plan--A part of the natural ignition fire burn plan developed by resource and 
fire specialists to ensure additional protection of life. property . and natural resources in the 
event of unforeseen weather events contributing to extreme fire behavior that may cause the 
fire to exceed expectations. 
Crown fire--A fire which burns in tree tops (going from tree top to tree top). and which burns 
all of a large part of the upper branche~ and foliage of trees. 
Creeping fire--A fire burning on the ground wi th small flames and spreading slowly. 
Diversity--Variety of pianl and animal :ife within an area. as well as the variety of visual and 
geographic featu res. 
Drought Index--Refers to any number of known drought indexes that are cu rrently used by 
fire and resource specialists 10 determine dryness of large 3+ Inch forest fuels and duff over 
a long period of time. 
Ecosystem--A unit of land that supports certa in plant and animal communities along with 
physical features associated with that land. 
Energy Release Component--This is a National Fire Danger Rating System term used by 
resource managers to assess the potential fire behavior in fuels. 
A-1 
Escaped fire--A fire that continues to spread when the initial attack fire suppression effort 
was not able to contain or control the fire . Also a prescribed fire that exceeds its 
prescription. 
Fire Behavior Forecast--Predicted burning conditions associated with a fire , developed and 
documented by an expert in the field of fire behavior. 
Fire danger--The probability based on weather. fuel moisture. and other factors of a fire 
occurring and the likelihood of it spreading. The danger is described as being low, moderate. 
high. or extreme. 
Fire Dependant Species--Certain plant and an imal species are dependant on fire to survive 
or perpetuate their species. An example would be lodgepole pine; heat from fire is needed. 
in most cases. to open cones so seed can be made available to naturally reforest an area. 
Fire Effects--Refers to what influences a fire has on an area, changes in vegetation . animal 
life and other landscape factors . 
Fire Intensity--How hot a fire burns. as indicated by the length of the flames. 
Fireline--To break up fire fuels . a fireline is scraped or dug, by hand or mechanically. inlo the 
soil. 
Fire perimeter--The entire outer edge of the fi re or the length if the outer ci rcumference or 
edge of the fire. 
Fire season--The time of year during which fires are likely to occur. spread and do sufficient 
damage to warrant fi re control. In Colorado, the season has been defined as May 1 
October 31 . 
Fire Severity--A term used to describe how damaging a fire is to a certain site. Severity is 
measured by amount of soil damage received from a passing fire . 
Fire-spotting.--A fire is described % "spotting" when it is spreading as a result of sparks or 
embers carried ahead of the main fire by the wind and start ing new fires. 
Fuel Type--Refers 10 the type of vegetation in which a fi re is burning. Used in predicting fire 
behavior and determining effects a fire may have in an area. 
HOldover fire--Usually an undetected fire that remains "dormant" for a considerable time. 
Also referred 10 as a "sleeper." 
Hot spot--A particu larly active part of the fire. 
A-2 
"Let Burn"--A term given to natural ignition fires by the general public and media implying 
fires being allowed to burn without any management or no controls . 
Maximum Manageable Area {MMA)--A technical term associated with natural ignition fire . 
This is the perimeter drawn around a fire area by resource specialists to show the total area 
a fire can influence before effects and impacts could be determined negative . This is not a 
prediction as to how large the fire might become. If the fire approaches the MMA line in any 
direction. managers need to look at what actions should be taken to keep the fire within the 
MMA line. If the fire crosses this line at any point it must then be declared 
a wildland fire and an appropriate suppression action must take place. 
Monitor--Actions taken during a fire by managers to follow and document fire activity. 
Mosaic--The patchwork pattern left by a fire on a landscape, usually a combination of stand 
replacement fire , underburning and unburned islands within a fire perimeter. 
Prescribed fire--Any fire ignited by management actions to meet specific objectives. A 
written , approved prescribed fire plan must exist , and NEPA requirements must be met, prior 
to ignition. 
Prescription--Measurable criteria which guide selection of appropriate management 
response and actions. Prescription criteria may include safety. economic. public health. 
environmental , geographic, administrative , social or legal considerations. 
RAWS--Acronym for Remote Automated Weather System. '(hese are weather stations set 
up at predetermined locations that take and record weather readings every hour. 
Risk Assessment--This is a process used on prescribed fires to determine what level of risk 
is associated with having a prescribed fire. The risk assessment is documented and made 
available to an approving Official in Order to make informed decisions. A risk assessment 
will take factors into consideration, such as: weather/fuel conditions , threat to human life and 
property/natural and cultural resources. smoke management concerns. impacts fire may have 
on local communities and public land users. 
Red flag warning--Indicates there is a very high risk for new fire starts. Th is term is often 
used if fuels are very dry and severe weather (such as a dry lightning storm with heavy 
winds) is predicted for the area. It could also be used in the case of a high risk of 
person-caused fires . 
A-3 
Resources--People and equipment needed to manage a fire , 
Spot fire--Usua lly a small fire less than 1/10 acre, Could also be used to describe a fire set 
outside the perimeter of the main fire by flying sparks or embers, 
Stand Replacement fire--A fire that consumes (kills) most of the standing trees in an area, 
This term refers to trees that W I. . be replaced at some point in time by new tree growth as a 
result of the fire. 
Thousand Hour Fuels--This refers to fuels greater than three inches in diameter. These 
fuels take thousands of hours to dry to crit ical levels before contributing significantly to fire 
danger of an area. 
Torching--A tree that suddenly erupts into flames from the base clear ~o the top of the tree , 
Wildland fire--Any non-structure fire. other than prescribed fire. that occurs in the wildland, 
A-4 
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 
A&FM Aviation and Fire Management 
BLM Bureau of Land Management 
BTU/FT/S Brit ish Thermal Units/FooVSecond (Fireline Intensity) 
BTU/SO FT Brit ish Thermal Units/Square Foot (Heat per Unit Area) 
EFFS Emergency Fire Fighting Funds 
WFSA Wi ldland Fire Situation Analysis 
ERC Energy Release Component 
FFFP Fire Fight ing Funds Account 
FBAN Fire Behavior Analyst (Incident Command System) 
FBPS Fire Behavior Prediction System 
FlO Fire Information Office r (Incident Command System) 
FMAP Fire Management Action Plan 
FMO Fire Management Officer 
FMU Fire Management Unit 
FSA Fire Situation Analysis 
GJ RA Grand Junction Resource Area 
GPS Global Positioning System 
lOT Interdisciplinary Team 
IR Flight Infra-red Imaging Monitoring Fl ight 
JHA Job Hazard Analysis 
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MIF 
MIST 
MMA 
NFDRS 
NIFC 
NWCG 
PAO 
PFBA 
PM10 
NIF 
RAWS 
RERAP 
RCBR 
RxBP 
RMP 
TE&S 
TSP 
VQO 
Managemenl Ignited Fire 
Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics 
Maximum Manageable Area 
National Fire Danger Rating System 
National Interagency Fire Center (Boise. 10) 
National Wildland fire Coordinating Grouo 
Public Affairs Office r 
Prescribed Fire Behavior Analyst 
Particulate Matter « 1 0 microns) 
Natural Ignition Fire 
Remote Automated Weather Station 
Rare Event Risk Assessment Process 
Ruby Canyon/Black Ridge 
Prescribed Fire Burn Plan 
Resource Management Plan 
Threatened. Endangered. and Sensitive Species 
Total Suspended Particulates 
Visual Quality Objective 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE ORGANIZATION CHART 
"17 
ORGANIZATION CHART FOR NATURAL IGNITION FIRE 
COMPLEXITY LEVEL II (LEAST COMPLEX) 
Fire Managemdn, Area: ________ _ District: ___ _ 
Area: ____ _ Fire' D:'Ite: ____ _ 
LI NE OFFICER NIF MANAGER 
COMPLEXITY LEVEL I (COMPLEX) 
Fire Management Area : ________ _ District: ____ _ 
Area: ____ _ Fire' ___ _ Date, ____ _ 
LINE OFFICER NIF MANAGER 
RE S, ADVI SOR SPECIALIST SKILUEXPERTISE 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
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APPENDIX C 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE SKILLS, QUALIFICATIONS, AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
I. 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE SKILLS, QUALIFICATIONS, 
AND ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Line Officers (District Managers and Area Managers) 
It is recommended that all Line Officers receive the following training : 
A. Attend a State or National level prescribed fire course. 
B. Participate in at least one post-season natural ignition fire evaluation. 
C. Attend the Fire Management for Line Officers course. 
It is required that all Line Officers attend annual (eight hour) NIF training which entails 
a "dry-run" of the procedures and process for initiating a NIF. These annual training 
se,sions will be held at the resource area level. 
II. Prescribed Fire Manager (identified for each incident) 
Tra ining and Certification 
In addition to being "red-ca rded" and task book certi fied . Prescribed Fire Managers will 
possess the following qualifications and meet the following conditicns: 
A. 
B 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Knowledge and experience with the Colorado Plateau Pinyon/Juniper 
ecosystems and their associated fire behavior. 
Knowlerjge and experience with smoke management theories. 
techniques. and computer modeling methods. 
Meet standa:ds identified in PMS 310-1 (Part 2) . 
Attend a National or State level prescribed fire course. 
Participate in at least one post-season natural ign ition fire evaluation. 
Be able to perform in thiS assignment for the duration of the natural 
ign ition fire event. i.e .. would become ~navailable for concurrent fire 
sup~ress ion assignments. 
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G. Attend annual (eight hour) NIF training which entails a "dry-run" of the 
procedures and process for initiating a NIF_ These annual training 
sessions will be held at the re,ource area level. 
Responsibilities 
The Prescribed Fire Manager is responsible directly to the designated Line Officer, for 
I mpleme~tatlon . coordination and on-going management of the assigned natural 
Ignition flfe(s) . 
The Prescribed Fire Manager is responsible for: 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G . 
Managll1g single or multiple naiural ignition fires. 
Developing and implementing Natural Ignition Fire Burn Plans. 
Coordinating personnel and equipment requirements . including resources 
ordered for holding and contingency action . 
Monitoring natural ignition fires to ensure all plan requirements are being 
met. 
Recording and reporting costs and accomplishments and recommending 
Improvements to the appropriate Line Officer. 
Daily reval idation of prescription crite ria . 
Ensuring safety of personnel. 
The Prescribed Fire Manager may select a Prescribed Fire Project Manager to 
supervise holding or contingency actions. This individual wil l at a minimum be 
Division/Group Supervisor qualified. 
The Prescribed Fire Manager will select at least one Prescribed Fi re Behavior Analyst 
or Wildland Fife BehaVior Analyst to supervise fire behavior data collection and tv 
provide the Prescribed Fire Manager v:ith detailed analysis and probability data. This 
Indlvldual(s) must meet the appropriate qualifications requirements . 
rhe Prescribed Fire Manager may select any resource speciali st required for 
adequateiy planning or implementing a NIF in coordination with the responsible Line 
Officer. 
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III. Natural Ignition Fire Teams 
The Grand Junction Resource Area Manager and the Grand Junction District Manager 
will recommend qualified members for the local NIF Teams. Units outside the BLM 
may recommend qualified people to participate :m the NIF Team. Members will be 
cert ified by the managers prior to perform ing on the NIF Team. Other agencies may 
be considered for team memoership when a natural ignition fire is likely to impact 
another agencies' jurisdiction . NIF Team members will be selected annually and 
placed on an availability "st for the RCBR NIF program . National NIF Teams can be 
used, as determined by Line Officers, as long as national qualifications are met by 
team members. 
Training and Certification 
NIF Team members should possess the following skills and knowledge: 
A. Familiarity with the Colorao;) Plateau pinyon/juniper ecosystem. 
B. Familiarity with DOl regulations and BLM managem"lnt philosophy. 
C. Have attended a prescribed fire course. 
D. 
E. 
Part icipated in at least one post-season natural ignition fire evaluation. 
Attend annual (eight hour) NIF training which entails a "dry-rur," of the 
procedures and process for initiating a NIF. These annual train;ng 
sessions wi ll be held at the Resource area level. 
Responsibi lities and Duties 
The NIF team's responsibilities and duties center around their specific resource 
backgrounds. They are responsible for timely and adequate resource input into the 
Stage II analysis of an on·going natural ignition fire . Some members of the team may 
be requested to remain assigned to the fire for specific reasons to be specified by the 
Prescribed Fire Manager or the Line Officer. The following illustrates the 
recommended make-up of the NIF Team. Those ident ified with an asterisk (") are 
required on all NIF Teams. 
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Position Title 
Prescribed Fire Manager' 
Resource Advisor ' 
Fire Behavlo , (PFBA) or (FBAN)' 
Describes area. state and prox imate fire 
si tuation . potential smoke €ffects. ERC. 
severity ind" x. responsible for burn plan 
preparation. 
Describes impacts on resources for each 
scenario 
Pred;ct extent and intensity of fi re at va rious 
severity levels and projects final fire perimetN 
~O l each scenario . 
Note: In most cases with regard to the assiunment of fire behavior specialists to the 
NIF teams. only qualified prescribed free behaVior analysts (PFBA) should be utilized. 
Beca use this skill is limited In the Rocky Mountain Region. qualified wildland fire 
behaVior analysts (FBAN) may be utilized. 
IV. Tactical Teams 
Tactical teams are groups of indiviul,als speci fied and supervised by the Prescribed 
Fire Manag," to carry out speCified tactical actions to maintain a natural ignition fire in 
prescription or provide protection to resources that may be threatened by a NIF. This 
team is essentially the operations branch of the natural Ignition fire organization. 
Team members must be red card qualified to perform the functions they are assigned . 
V. Prescribed Fire Monitors 
Prescribed Fire Monitors will provide the Presc ribed Fire Manager With accurate. timely 
Information regarding the status of an on-going NI F. Although these indiViduals may 
carry out duties Similar to the planning section or si tuation unit of a Wildland fire. they 
may also act in concert with or make up the cadre ~ f a tactical team. MonitOring 
personnel Will be designated prior to the fire season. These individuals should meet 
the red ca rd qualifications for Field Observer. and furthermore. it is also recommended 
that they be Single Resource Boss qualified and successfully completed S·290 
(Intermediate Fire BehaVior). Suggested equ ipment to be Issued and carned into the 
field for monitoring NI Fs is described In AppendiX O. 
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VI. NIF Organizational Chart 
The suggested organization cha rt for the management of a natural Ignition fi re IS 
shown in Appendix B. Complexity levels of a fire may require modifications to th is 
chart . 
VII. Training Opportunities 
Trainees for various positions will be used as appropnate In order to establish a fully 
qualified cadre of natural ign ition fire specialists. In addition . interested personnei are 
encouraged to seek training opportunit ies where natural ignition fire programs are In 
effect to further broaden their experience and skill base. 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE BURN PLAN 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE BURN PLAN - BlM (Page 1) 
1. FIRE NAME: AREA NAME AND DESIGNATOR' 
2. APPROvAL LEVEL BASED UPON COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS (APPROPRIATE LINE OFFICER) 
COMPLEXITY 
LEVEL 
--- ---I Line Olflcer Approval Date Line Olflcer Approval Date 
II 
See Anached Organization Chart 
3. GENERAL INFORMATION ON IGNITION 
.. 
A. Location (See Anached Map(s» 
Fire Management Area: Fire Management Unit (FMU j 
Resource Area. District 
Legal Location. 
Latitude and Lo gltude: 
B. Features at Ignilion POint (Sep. Allached Fuel Model Map(s)) 
Fuel Type: r'BPS Model/: ' NFDRS Modell:. 
Aspect (Most pr~valenl) . 
Slope. Highest. Lowes!: . Avg: 
Elevation. Top: Boltom: Avg: 
C. Conditions (Allach Forecasted Weathel ) 
ERC/Adjectlve Rating: 
- -
Drought Sev<!rlty Index: 
Date of Start· 
4 . MAP OF MAXltIIUM MANAGEABLE AREA (MMA) BASED UPON RESOURCE. SOCIAL. POLITICAL, OR ORGANIZATIONAL 
CAPABILITY CONSTRAINTS. (Mach to the plan.) 
5 MAP OF FIRE PROJECTIONS FOR 
A. Normal fire behavior and seasonal duration - Include estimate of date fire should become inactive (Altach to the plan. 
Include Fire Behavior Forecast) 
B Severe fue behavior and/or seasonal dura lion - Include estimate of date fire shoulc1 become InactivO'. (Altach to the plan, 
Include Long-Range Fire Behavior Forecast. RERAP Runs and/or FARSITE Runs) 
6 HOLDING PLAN. 
A. Expected actions needed to malnlaln fire Wi thin the MMA and the timing of their ImplementallOn. (Use supplement sheet If 
necessary and altach to the plan Spel:lfy individual achons proposed. their locations and include maps. Allach action plan 
With clcarfdeta"ed Instrucllons.) 
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Naiural Ignition Fire BURN PLAN - BlM (Continued - Page 2) 
B Resources neeas 10 Irnplemerll above actIOns . and or 10 manage burn to conchJSlon 
Resourc~s TO' DuraT,On Cost 
Allclalt 
IndIVidual Person'lei 
Cte~~ s 
C TOlal cost 01 monitOring hold·ng 3ClIOns eSTim ated lor burn 
CONTINGENCY PLANNING (Use SUDplemental sheet It necessary) 
A A oescnpllon 01 the key Issues or lactors thai waulCl need to be conSidered In 111(: prepara!Jon 01 an WFSA should thiS 
tire be declared a wildland lue Spec1tl' decISion 3ulhoflly and Idenllly commUnications link(s) .... ,ttl olher aflecled 
protection agency tUIISQIC!lons SUCh 31, USFS o. Stat~ 01 Colorado Descnbe how NIF forces WIU be organlled 10 laclhlale 
suO'p(.n Of suppression actiVities Describe who Will a~sume command 01 the Wildland hre 
B Actions to take il me lire exceeds prescrrpt lon parameter s and or ding capabili ties and car::''',! un maintained wrthln 
prescription \~ Ith prOject funds Give delalled description 01 potenhal escape areas and Identity tacllcal needs, deCISions, 
and r esource~ soecrllc 10 these actions, Addll10ntll sheets Should be attached 
RISK ASSESSI.1ENT 
A Desclloe the prevalent type olille expected ; uch as high mtenSlty stand replacement. moderate IntenSity With parllal 
scorching or crowning. or 10'11 Intensity under burn AlSO estimate the probability 01 holding the lIre to the ma)llmum 
allo llable pewneter conSldenng predIcted weather and seasonal sevefUy tdentify (IISI) Ilems 10 conSider during the fisk 
assessment 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE BURN PLAN - BlM (Continued Page 3) 
B. Evaluale the anticipated Impacts o f the lire o\el its e)lpecled duration III Ihe 101l0wIOg categones 
1 Threat 10 hie: propErty and nalurallcullural resources (conSider users. prl'lale lands agency lacilities and 
equIpment. and other tile protection IUIiSdlCtlonS) 
2. Fire's e)lpecled Impact (conSider impacts on VISiiors, users. laClllt les and resources both on site a.nd 011 site) · 
C Probable smoke Impacts and predicted emiSSIons consldenng prevailing Wind panems. available tuels and eJlpected 
(..Jratlon 01 actlVltV. ConSider other natural ignition lire and ... lIld1a."_d_ '_"e_ '_o'_c_um_ u_'._"_ve_ '_m_p._c'_' _______ _ 
D. Agency Obligations. 
t. Avallablhty o f lunds to cOlier costs Identrhed In the holding plan. (YES/NO) Document contacts 
2. Coordm31e locally and Regionally 10 rdenllly actual and antlClpaled resOllrce .~trtJs and therr potential avallablht( 
Check compliance WIth Regional and National prepa1edness Io::!vels. (VESJNO) 
3 Keep cooperators Intormed 01 Irre·s progress when appropnate (VESlNO) 
4 Acceptable salety conSlderat10ns and plans are In elfecl lor management lorces (Ie Job Hazard AnalYStS anached. 
SearCh & Rescuel Medical Evacuahon Plans attached) (VESJNO) 
E. Other Management ActIons 
1. How Win addllional Slarts wllhln the mallilnum allowable perrmeter be deatl wrth relatIVe 10 thIS Ignition 
2 How shoutd additional starts wrthln the RCBR Management Area be dealt with lelatrve to thiS ignliion 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE BURN PLAN - BLM (Continued Page 4) 
3 Ate there cumulatIVe Impacts Irom nalural IgnitIOn Ilres Of wlkJland fltes In progress thai alleel deCISIOnS made on 
thIs Igmtton l oca llV? Reglonal,v? NaTIonaIlV? NATURAL IGNITION FIRE BURN PLAN - BLM (Continued - Page 5) 
!- MONITORING ACTIONS NEEDED TO PROVIDE THE PRESCRIBED FIRE MANAGER WITH CURHENT STATUS AND 
ESTlMJI. n:s OF POTENTIAL FIRE ACTION Idenlily who a'ld when speci fic actIons 1'0'111 be fallen 
10 INFORMATION PLAN 
A External (SI.1Ie 01 Colorado_ USFS ele I 
B Inlernal 
~--~-------------------------------- - --
11 COMPLE TE T+-,e STAGE III ANALYSIS OAIL V AND DOCUMENT THE ASSULTS ON THE ATTACHED nE\lAUOATJON 
RECORD IF SIGNIFICANT FIRE BEHAVIORAL CHANGES ARE EXPECTED OR EXPERIENCED. NOTIFY THE 
AFFECTED COOPERA TlNG AGENCIES 
12 NARRATIVE EVALUATION OF FIRE FROI.~ BOTH A RE SOURCE EFFECT AND r·" A.NAGERIAl PERSPECTIVE 
- i 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE REVALIDATION RECORD - BlM - PAGE __ OF 
CRITERIA MET STATUS 
YES NO ACTIVE INACTIVE LINE OFFICER SIGNATURE OR INITIALS 
--
'Use wnen t fe IS aCllVe or when IOfccaSI IS conduCl,ye 10 life becoming active •• Fire penmeler growlh c Kpeclcd 10 Increase 10 percent or 
1'J acres 'IIn'CnC'IElf IS less 
' Use y,nen 1"8 15 .Metrle bul not out 
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PRESCRiBED FIRE BEHAVIOR FORECAST FORM 
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PRESCRIBED FIRE BEHAVIOR FORECAST 
NAME OF PROJECT: FORECAST NO: __ FIRE TYPE (CIRCLE) : NIF MIF 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: AGENCY· OPERATIONAL PERIOD: __ _ 
DATE & TiME FORECAST ISSUED: SIGNED: ________ _ 
INPUTS 
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES: 
PRESCRIPTIONS/ASSUMPTIONS: 
WEATHER SUMMARY: APPENDIX F 
OUTPUTS NATURAL IGNITION FIRE JOB HAZARD ANAL-{SIS 
FIRE BEHAVIOR 
SHORT RANGE (0-5 DAYS): 
MID-RANGE (6-10 DAYS) : 
LONG RANGE (11+ DAYS) 
SAFETY 
E-1 
USDI Bureau 01 .and 
Management 
I . Idenllly Job or PrOjeCI 10 be Analyzed 
Nalural Ignilion Fire 
2 Location 
RCBR 
Name OT Analyst 
?ETE BLUME 
7. Hazards 
J UnIT 
GJRA 1
4 Date Prepared 
01110197 
1
6 Job Tille of Anal , sl 
FIRE MANAGEMENT OFFICER 
8 Actions to Eliminate Hazards Speclty sale work procedures 
and personal prOtective equipment 
VEHICL!:. TRAVEL Travel WIll be on narrow roads Hazards Follow all Health & Salety gUidelines Use good defenSive dnvlng 
Include olher Iratlle. wl ldllte , rocks. debriS In road. soli Of abrupt technlQl.o:.w 
shOulders. 
FOOT TRAVEL Walking to or In the vIcinity of a hre Hazards When walking to or In the vlCImty ot a fife, lollow sately procedure In 
Include unexpected lire behaVior. rOIling or failing maTenal. the Flrellne HB Know what fire IS domg at all limes 
uneven looting 
AIRCRAFT TRAVEL Alfcrah exposure Working In the VICinity Follow .111 established NaIl , Regional . & Local All SafelY gUIdehnes 
01 and llY'r.g In helicopters and fixed WI~ ~ retail when Ilylng Contact Stale AVlatlOll Otl lCe rlthere are any 
QueSllOIlS Ensure rules are followed' 
BOAT TRA'JEL Travehng or working WIIn <in.,. .. ort 01 boat 
ON SITE MONITORING OF THE FIRE 
FolloWing all Nat! RegIonal. and Local level safety requirements 
Life preservers to be WOIn al all times 
Treal a naturallgnilion hte as a Wildland hie With no conlrlll lI"e$ 
All hrel19htlng procedures 101 a Wildland hre shall apply Including Ine 
use 01 hre shellers AU reqUired personal prOleCltve equipment snail 
be used. reler to Flfellne HB Make sure overnight campsites ale 
located In a sale manner so the life or laillng snags WIll no: ihreaten 
Inem 
Ground crews Will have communICations With lookouts. dispatch. 
and overheaa The Prese Ftre Mgr shall keep the monltOtlng crew 
updated on hre Situation Ftre Orders and Walch·Out Situaltons Will 
be 10010 .... ea at all tImes AVOid prolonged exposure to smoke. slay 
out ollnverSton layers as much as poSSible 
Escape loules and safely zones Wil l be kno ... ;' by all personnel 
assigned to the natural 'gl1ltlon hre 
All ground personnel WIU be familiar Wllh Ihe NIF bum plan 
Only qualilled NIF personnel Will be assigned to the NIF prOject 
All peroonnel WIll receive a bnehng 01 the burn plan thiS JHA pnor to 
aSSIgnment to the NIF prOlect All Will lully understand thell 
aSSIgnment 
3 puauc SAFETY Post allirallhead:i and othel portals mformlng the PUbhc and other 
users that they are enteflng an area where Illes ate allowed 10 bum 
under nalural cer".aln Cfllella 
When a NIF IS burnmg. post Signs at trallheaas and porlals gll/Ing 
locallons 01 Ilfes that are burning. 
Follow the Inlolm and inVOlVE plan In the RCBR NIF gUldebovk 
.: USE OF STOCK Rld,ng packl"g or working tn the vICinity 01 On·y persons tra,ned In the use of stock Of under the dJfect 
aOimals superv;SK'rI 01 me packer shall ."ork With aOimals 
5 Naturallg 1tlton Fife gotng to WILDLAND FIRE STATUS All safety procedures reqUlled tor Wildland hie sha,1 be followed 
All agency public and otflf'r users sPlat! be nohl1t!a 01 the stalus of 
Ine escape and • ... amed to stay out 01 the aleas Ihat threaten thell 
salety 
6 ALL ACCIDENTS AND INCIDEN TS SHALL BE REPOATED Ensure all accidents ale reported AMude IS a key 10 prevenhon 01 
accldenlS Most aCCidents can be pre\ented by haVing a poSitIVe 
salet}' atlllude and appropriate skill level 
9 ApprOl/ed By I 'l Date 
F-l 
WORK SUPERVISORS TAILGATE MEETINGS 
Instructions 
To be completed by first line supervisor or work leader at the work site prior to beginning the 
job and when the hazards change due to a change in work site location or other condition. 
ProjecVJob _________ ___ Work LeaderISupervisor _ ________ _ 
Describe Work : ____________ ____________ _ ___ _ 
IDENTIFY & LIST HAZARDS: Then document hazard reducing work procedures discussed 
with personnel. 
Protective :::quipment 
ReqUired by 
JHA :. _______ ______ . _ ______ __ __ 
Additional Protective 
Equipment Needed: _ _ ________ __________________ _ 
To be filed at end of rroject with other project documents. 
Signature of Work Supervisor, _______________ Date 
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NATURAL IGNITION FIRE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
AND FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 
Funding Sources and Management of the NIF Fund: 
The annual amounts and sources of funds needed to manage the natural ignition fire 
program will be determined by the Grand Junction Resource Area Manager. The five 
principle contributors identified at this time are: Aviation and Fire Management; Range : 
Riparian : Soil Water and Air: and Wildlife . Any funds remaining at the end of a fiscal year 
may be carried over to the next year's reserve account. In addition , othe~ organizations, 
agencies, and/or individuals may contribute financial assistance through coo;:>erative or 
partnership agreements. 
Before any natural ignition fire can be allowed to burn . there must be adequate funds 
available to cover the anticipated cos~s developed in the holding section of the natural 
ignition fire burn plan . Once all available project funds have been committed to existing 
natural ignition fire burn plans , subsequent starts will be ineligible for prescribed fire status 
without further analysis and determination by the Area Manager. 
Normally. fires wil ; be financed on a "first come , first served" basis. In the case of multiple 
starts, fires will be prioritizea for which fires best meet the ReBR objectives considering 
firefighter safety, public safety , a:ld effective use of the existing funds . 
Specific Funding Requirements and Guidelines: 
Detection: The initial sighting or detection of all fires will be finRr,c d with FFFP funds , the 
same as any other fire reported by the publ ic or cooperator, or seen during a routine aerial 
fire detection fligh~. A determination must be made after detection whether the fire will be 
managed as a NIF or wildland fire. 
Initial Analysis: The initial Stage I and Stage II analysis pi'Ocesses incorporate individuals 
and specialists from a myriad of resource functions dictated by each individual start . 
Because the decision to declare an ign ition a NIF or a wildland fire is still pending at Stage I, 
the individuals participating in the analysis will char]e all time and costs to the ir appropriate 
functional management codes. 
Managing a NIF: Managing a NIF that is either inactive , small in size (generally less than 10 
acres) , or has a low probability of developing into a large fire . may only require occasional 
surveillance. Managing a NIF having a more active fire behavior (minimal surface spread , 
some Individual tree torching , etc.) will generally be conducted more frequently via aeria l 
reconnaissance platforms or by ground-based personnel. 
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MOnitoring a NIF: If on-site observations are required (as could be expected for a Idrge 
andl or very active prescribed fire) , the entire cost would be borne by th e <IF Management 
Fund 
Fire Managers (FFFP) and Resource Speciali sts involved occasionally with NIF management 
activities will not charge their base hours to the NIF Management rund. However, any 
overtime andior per diem wil l be financed from this fund . 
All management activities. and any specialized equipment costs for managing NIF 
(helicopters. IR flights. m and development, etc .) will be charged to the NIF Fund. 
Suppression: When prescription crite ria are exceeded and the fire cannot be brought back 
Into p,escript ion with project funds. the fi re \', ill be declared a wildiand fire and appropriate 
suppression action wil l be taken following determinations from the WFSA. All activities, 
equipmeflt. tools. and personnel needed :0 perform the appropriate suppression response 
will be fin anced as any wildland fire supp ress ion (EFFS) activity. 
Ma'1agement Ignited Fires: F" llowing ind:vidual project analysis and dEcision procedures for 
management ignited fire (prescribed fire), such projects will be funded by appropriated funds 
derived from the benefitting resource function or an account established by pooling funds for 
thiS purpose. 
NIF Program Accounting Procedure The resource area wil l speci fy a management code for 
the charging of all costs att ributed to a NIF. These costs will also indicate th8 acres of NIF 
per year. If a NIF is later determined to be a wildland fire . al l acres of the fire which burned 
before the declaration as a wild land fire wi ll count as NIF acreage. Acres burned after 
wildland fire designation will be tracked as wildland fire acreage. 
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--+' 
Mapscale 1:170000 
Fuel Models for The Ruby Canyon Planning Area 
D 
D 
• 
o to 15 Percent Slope .. 
Fuel Model 2 
16 to 30 Per(.Cnt Slopes 
Fuel M odl:12 
Oreater Than 30 PCIi; enl Slopes 
Fuel Model 2 
• 
o 
o 
." 
o to 15 Percent Slopes 
Fuel M acer 1 
16 to 30 Percent Slope!' 
FUf" M odel l 
Oreater than 30 Percent Slopes 
Fuel M odell 
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Size Class 
A 
B 
C 
o 
E 
F 
G 
Acres 
FIRE OCCURRENCE BY FIRE MANAGEMENT UNIT 
0.0 - 0.2 
0.3 - 9.9 
10_0 - 99.9 
100.0 - 299.9 
300.0 - 999.9 
1000.0 - 4999.9 
50000· 
The following tables show I e number 01 fires , by year and size (SC) lor each lire mana~ement Unit. 
Unli t Year 
§S2 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
A 
B 
C 
o 
E 
F 
G 
Unll 2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 1 
2 2 T 
1 1 2 
1 1 
i 
2 1 1 2 1 2 
1 1 1 8 
2 2 2 
1 
I 
1 , 2 1 
Year 
§S2 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
A 
B 
C 
o 
E 
F 
G 
1 
1 
I-
4 
I 1 
1 
4 2 
5 4 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1-1 
Unit 3 
B 
C 
o 
E 
G 
Unit 4 
80 81 
1 
1 
1 
S: 80 8 1 
A 
B 
C 
o 
E 
F 
G 
2 2 
Year 
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 1 
1 1 
2 2 
1 
2 1 
Year 
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
4 3 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
4 2 1 1 2 
. Fires without an associated Size Class Possibly a False Alarm. 
1-2 
92 93 94 95 
1 1 1 
1 
92 93 94 95 
1 5 4 
1 5 
1 1 
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DROUGHT ASSESSMENT FOR 
COLORADO NATIONAL MONUMENT RAWS STATION 
1964 - 1995 
T~,e need for a systematic method of estimating drought ha ; been Identified as a 
critical component in the natural ignition fire plann ing pr::>ce ;s. Several methods of 
assessing drought are available and can provide the Natt "dl ignition fire Manager wit~ 
appropriate information upon which fire managerr,p"t decisions can be based. The 
Keech-Byram Drought Index (KBDI) has been selected to aid in the assessment of 
drought cnnditions. This method was selected because it can be developed from site 
speci fic inforrnation available via the Colorado National Monument Remote-
Automated-Weather-Stat ion. Stahn Number 052401 (RAWS) maintained by the 
National Park Service. 
Data from :h·? Colorado National Monument RAWS Station is available from the years 
1964 through 1995 (32 years). In the spring of 1996. a more rnodern automated 
station was installed that replaced the old manual station. The new Little Dolores 
RAWS (Station Number 0524 10) IS not used for ,nis drought assessrnent since it has 
less than one year's data at the time of this writing . 
John Keetch and George Byram emphasized that their drought index "is not ;,1 any 
way a sub,litute for the moisture parameters used In the suread phase of the National 
Fire Danger Rating System. A drought condition is not the prerequisite for the 
occurrence and spread of fire in any area. The drought index does not replace the 
buildup index Energy Release Component (ERC ). becaJse it represents an entirely 
different moisture regime in which the response to wea her changes is much slower 
than with the buildup index . The purpose of the drougllt index is to prov,je fire 
managers with a continuous scale of reference for &stlmating deep-drying conditions in 
areas where such information may be useful in planning fire management operations ." 
Keetch-Byram Drought Index IS a mathematically cllculaten drought indicator relating 
to the amount of rnoisture 1'1 the top seven inches 0 ' soil or duff/soil. It IS based on 
ambient air temperature and recen' precipitation In relation to the mean annual rainfall 
for the specific RAWS si te . KBDI has a maximum rar ge of C to 800 (0 is saturated 
sOil : 800 IS maximum possible drought). The maXlmUIt) KBDI value ever calculated at 
the Colorado National Monument RAWS station in Its 32 year existence was 541 on 
September 13. 1994. During periods of Slgnlfrcant SUr'l 'ner monsoon rain s. KBDI 
values have been as low as the single dig its. The average annual precIpitation for the 
Coloradr, National Monument RAWS station IS 11 Inches. as determined from the 
Natlor,al Weather Service stateWide mean precIpitation cha rt . The monthly mean 
KBDI values break down as follows ' 
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April: 
August: 
May: 
September: 
": une: 
Octol:1er: 
July: 
November: 
97.9 
319.9 
103.3 
344.9 
140.9 
343 .U 
250.9 
Not Available 
The available range of drought has been divided into stages. or adjective ratings. 
based upon historical weather data for the RAWS station and the frequency of 
distribution. The Lero or incipient stage includes the range from 0 to 95. the second 
stage from 96 to 190. and so on th rough the fifth stage from 382 and greater. 
The seasonal varla 'ions in the index generally follow the seasonal ternperatu re pattern. 
The following is ba"d on th is idea. The index wil l be iow in the winte r/spring and 
increasing into the SUl llmer and rnid fall and then tapering off again into late fal l and 
winter. 
Keetch-Byram Index Ratinq of MOOERATE (96 - 190) 
Th is level basically cccresponds to the early spring dormant season type conditions 
fo llowing winter moi,ture. Soil moisture levels are high and fuel moisture in the larger 
fuel classes such as the 100 and 1000 HR are at a sufficiently high level that these 
larger fuel cl .,s~as do not significantly contribute to fire intensity in most cases. Fuel 
moisture in the 1 HR and 10HR classes will vary daily with environmental conditions. 
f'ire Planners should be aware that areas with heavy loading of 'Ihese two fuel classes 
such as areas that have not received cyclic burns can exhibit intense behavior 
result ing from the amount of fuel to be consumed. Aiso. areas that are slope/aspect 
Inf!uenced can give erratic and inten ' 0 fire behavior from the preheating effects . 
Southerly aspects on slopE'S can proJuce some intense fire behaVior while northern 
aspects of the same unit may have difficulty ca rrying the fire. At this level. nearly all 
SOil organ ic matter. duff and the associated lower litter layers are left intact. These 
layers. even though they may not be soaking wet. will be protected by the insulating 
propertIes of the mOIst layer below and wrll retain mUlsture levels close to extinction 
and resist ign it ion. Patchy areas of unburned fuel st>ould be expected . Fires burning 
at th iS level can be expectE'd to give the "mosaic" effect pattern of burned/unburned 
fuels .)ver the fire perimeter. The tYPical Situation on fires in th iS stage are a relat, Jely 
slow head fire or a backing fire that consumes lhe upper litter layers. Once the fire 
pass,",s . remain ing embers extingUish qUickly and withIn" few rr lCiutes the area is 
completely extingUished and srnoke free. Smoke management Cuncern s are prlrnanly 
cente red around the smoke generated during the burn and not from large smoldering 
mater,als fo"owlng the completIon of the burn . 
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Keetch-Byram Index Rating of HIGI, (1fJ1 - 364) 
In normal years . this level would represent conditions found in a late spring and early 
growing season type situation . however because of the typical mor,soon pattern in 
July and August. these conditions may also be found in the late summer months . 
Rising temperatures . increased levels of transpiration within the pla~ts . and normal 
water movement within the soil all contribute to a reduction of moisture within the 
soil/fuel profile . Lower litter layers and duff now begin to show signs of water loss and 
will begin to contribute to fire intensity. Humidity recovery at night will have some 
positive effect on moisture recovery In the fuel profile . but this will be quickly overcome 
by daily temperature and humidity variations under normal burning conditions . Fire 
managers should expect an increase in fuel consumption over the area as the index 
moves into the upper end of this range . The increase in fuel consumption , and 
resulting intensity can result in heavier fuel classes becoming involved in the burn. 
Heavier d8ad fuels such as downed logs and snags will now become a part of the 
major players in the burn process . Fire planners should also expect that some of the 
live fuels such as low level brush species. may now receive sufficient heat to burn 
actively and contribute to control problems if close to the lines. In addition. because 
this pattern also develops In the early fall when some killing frost occurs, the grass 
and brush species exhibit rapid drying and possibility of increased flammability . Most 
fuels will still retain the charactenstlc of having patches of unburned fuels left within 
the burn. but these conditions tend to allow for more smoldering type fires within the 
duff that may eventually consllme most surface fuels . Sufficiently intense fires can be 
generated with most fuel types to carr; across the area . These conditions also allow 
for an increased consumption of the lowe- litter layers and some of the duff which tend 
to insure the fire carries over the unit. Under normal conditions, some of the duff and 
organic layer will still be intact following the burn with patchy soil exposure . Smoke 
can become a hazard especially if there is a significant amount of the larger fuel 
classes a'/allable for ignition . Downed logs. stumps and similar material should be 
expected :0 ignite and '3mol.!der for a considerable period of time. Expect smoldering 
and the resulting smoke to carry on into and possibly through the night . Smoke 
sensitive 3reas should be thoroughly screened and mitigation measures should be 
impiemented when necessary. 
Keetch-P'/nm Index Rating of VERY HIGH (365 - 449) 
These levels are typical of those encountered dunng tl1e late summer into early fall 
conditions. Very Intense fires can be generated With burns Ignited within this range of 
conditions. Under these levels. most of the duff and associated organic layers Will be 
sufficiently dry :0 ignite and contnbute to the fire Intensity and will actively burn . The 
intensity can be expected to Increase at an almost exponential rate from the lower to 
the upper ends of thiS range . Expect a considerable amount of soli to be left exposed 
following a burn . Intensity of burns under these condi tions are such that most all fuel 
classes occurnng on a unit Will Ignite and burn . Complete consumpt.on of all but the 
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I£lrgest dead fuels can be expec!ed. Larger fuels not consumed may smolder for 
several days creating smoke and potential control problems. Expect weathered 
stumps. downed logs and most snags to be completely consumed over a period of 
time (possibly several days) within the burn. A significant portion of the duff and 
organ ic layer will be consumed resulting in large areas of exposed soil. These areas 
may be suscep 'ible to sheet erosion wi th the next heavy rain . The live fuels on the 
surface may exhibit enough drying characteristics to carry fire spread on their own. A 
killing frost or long term drouyht conditions will aid in fire intensity and spread. Smoke 
management relating to sensitive areas IS of critica l importance due to the length of 
time smoke should be expected to result from the burn area. Increased spott ing 
should be expected. At the mid and upper end of this range live understory fuels will 
begin to contribute to the available fuel loading and can increase fire intensity . 
Keetch-Byram Index Rating of EXTREME (450 - 800) 
ThiS range of the index would represent the most severe drought conditions identified 
and would ,,'suit from an extended period of lItt:e or no precipitation and high daytime 
temperatures. Fires ignited within this range will be characterized by intense. deep 
burning fires. Significant down wind spotting should be considered the rule. live 
understory vegetation at ground tevel should be considered part of the fuel complex. 
Live fuel moisture will be sufficiently low within this vegetation and it will burn easi ly 
with a minimum of pre-heating. The majority of soil organic material subject to ignition 
Will be consumed. Expect stump roots and other subsurface organic material that 
Ignite to be completely consumed. Large fuel classes will burn intensely with almost 
tota! consumption once ignited. These fires will be very difficu!t to contain and control. 
It will take an extended period of time (possibly five years or more) for a layer of soil 
organic material to be replaced on the area. Resource managers should expect a 
Significant amount of soil loss from erosion until the area replaces sufficient vegetative 
cover. 
RISing and Falling Indices 
ThiS diSCUSSion primarily address the effects on the larger dead component of fuel 
associated With a g!Ven fuel model ancl has its baSIS in the time lag concept 
associated With 100 and 1000 HR fuels . Indices that have been low and begin the 
normal season31 rise are characterized by the larger fuel classes being damp deep 
InSide It IS tYPical for a lalge piece of woody material to be basically saturated in the 
In tenor and therefore difficult to ignite and sustain combustion. As time progresses 
the extenor dries but interior fuel moisture stil l remain high. This situation is 
sometimes characterized by smoldering logs that have Ignited by fire intensi ties high 
enough 10 overcome the surface moisture levels but which later go out due to the high 
Inte"or mOisture levels precluding further combustion. When this si tuation occurs. 
there may be some concern for smoke from the smoldering debris and mop-up may 
be a consideration. but dealing with th is si tuation is relatively easy. Humidity recovery 
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at night can be a majer factor in extinguishing this type ignition. The very opposite 
situation can be expected on a falling index. The larger fuel classes have experienced 
deep drying from a susta ined period of little or no precipitation. The exterior surface 
may have a relatively high fuel mois!ure level from a recent precipitation event, the 
Interior of the fuel will have lower moisture due to the longer equilibrium time lag. 
Fires ignited under these conditions may develop sufficient intensities to break through 
this outer layer of high fuel moisture. Once this happens the fire encounters a 
reservoir of comparatively low fuel moisture material and will continue to burn for an 
extended period of time. This cou ld go on for several days vlithin the area and result 
in a large amount of smoldering material and resulting smoke management problems, 
depending on the type and amount of fuels on the area. This could have resulted 
from one precipitation event . and while the 1 HR and 10 HR classes of fuel are 
immediately affected. the other classes are slower to react. 
Days Since Rain 
Finer fuel classes. i.e .. gr \sses are immediately affected by precipitation of any type. 
Since fires originate and spread within these classes, we can use this characteristic to 
accomplish prescribed fire objectives dUring what might normally be unacceptable 
drought conditions. During the first few days following a precipitation event . the 
surface fuels will have been saturated and begin to dry out. The larger fuels and 
possibly even the organic layer may stil l have moisture of extinction levels present. 
Resource objectives can be accomplished when the burn occurs during this time 
period even though the drought index levels may sti ll be high. Fire personnel should 
be especially carefu l in monitoring the amount of precipitation that has occurred. 
Once fuels have experienced deep drying, it takes a significant rainfall event to 
dampen conditions to the point where they are reasonably safe. Precipitation amounts 
in the 0.5 inch range over a short period of time should be considered minimal in most 
cases. 
Index Readings that Depart from Seasonal Norms 
Fluctuations in weather patterns. variations in temperatures and precipitation levels 
can all coincide to create a departure from the normal yearly index pattern. An 
abnormally dry fall and winter season could lead into an early spring fire season with 
drought index readings abnormally high for that time of year. Fire Planners must 
recognize departures from normal readings for their particular location. These type 
conditions should be recognized as those primed for a potential escape si tuation. 
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APPENDIX L 
RISK ASSESSMENT CHARTS 
Unit: #2 West Unit 
KBDI Range May 01-15 May 16-31 Jun 01-15 Jun 16-30 Ju101-15 Ju116-31 Aug 01-15 AoJg 16-31 Sep 01-15 Sep 16-30 Oct 01-15 
0- 95 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate low low low low low low low 
96 - 190 Moderate Moderate High High Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate low low low 
191 - 364 High High High High High High High High Moderate lew low 
365 - 449 High High High High High High High High Moderate Moderate low 
450 + High High High High High High I Hi\io" High High Moderate Moderate 
Unit: #3 Central Unit_ 
KBDI Range May 01-15 May 16-31 Jun 01-15 Jun 16-30 Ju101-15 ..iuI16-31 Aug 01-15 Aug 16-31 Sep 01-15 Sep 16-30 Oct 01-15 
0- 95 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate low low low low low Low 
96 - 190 Moderate High High High High Moderate Moderate Mtderate low Low low 
191 - 364 High High High High High High Higfl I High Moderate low low 
365 - 449 High High High High High High High High Moderate Moderate Low 
450 + High High High High High High High High High Moderate Moderate 
L-2. 
Unit: .4 East Unit 
KeDI Range May 01·15 May 16·31 Jon 01·15 Jon 16-30 Jul 01·15 Ju116·31 Aug 01-15 Aug 16·31 Sep 0~·15 Sep 1&-30 Oct 01·15 
0- 95 High High High High Moderate Moderate Moderate Low Low Low Low 
96 - 190 High High High High High Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Low Low 
191 - 364 High High High High High High High High High Moderate Low 
365 · 449 High High High High High High High High High Moderate MOderate 
450 + High High High High High High High High High High Moderale 
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MINIMUM IMPA ';T SUPPRESSION TACTICS GUIDE 
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MINIMUM IMPACT SUPPRESSION TACTICS GUIDELINES 
USD I BLM Grand Junction Resource Area - Ruby Canyon/Black Ridge 
PREAMBLE 
Fire IS a natural and primary disturbance in the ecosystems of the Rocky Mountains. 
The following Mlilimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST) gUide IS designed to assist 
BLM fire personnel when taking suppression action on wildland fires. The gUlde:ines 
are Intended to reduce fire suppression Impacts on the land while insuring the actions 
taken are tllnely and effective. ThiS is especially important given that FMUs. One. 
Two. nnd Three are III a WSA. 
It IS ObVIOL!S MIST principles have application on other BLM lands as well as those 
describer! above. It will take cons iderable coordillation with other cooperators who 
protect public lands before this concept can be adopted on all lands. 
CONCEPT 
The concept of MIST IS to use the minimum amount of forces necessary to effectively 
achieve the fire management protection objectives consistent with land and re source 
managAment objectives. It Implies a greater sensitivity to the impacts of suppression 
tactics and their long-term effects when determining how to implement an appropriate 
suppression response. In some cases MIST may indicate cold trailing or wet line may 
be more appropriate than constructed hand line. In another example. the use of an 
excavator may be used ratner than a dozer. Individual determinations will be 
dependent on the specific situation and ci rcumstances of each fire. 
MIST IS not intended to represent a separate or distinct classi fication of flreflghtlng 
tactics but rather a mind-set of how to suppress a Wildland fire while minimiZing the 
long-term effects of the suppression action. When the term MIST IS used In thiS 
document It reflects the above prinCiple . 
Suppression actions on all wildland fires will be those having a mlilimum Impact on the 
physical resources associated with each site . In so dOing. the principle of fighting fire 
aggressively but providing for safety first 1"1111 not be compromised. 
The key challenge to the line officer. fire manager and firefighter IS to be able to select 
the Wildland fire suppression tactics that are appropriate given the fire 's probable or 
potenlla l behavior. The guiding principle IS least cost plus loss while meeting land and 
resource management objectives. It IS the second part of thiS statement which must 
be recognized more than It has In the past. As thiS recognition emerges. aClions must 
be modified to accommodate a new awareness of Ihem. 
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These actions. or MIST. may result In an Increase m the amount of time spent 
watching. rather than disturbing. a dYing fICe to Insure It does not rise again They 
may also Involve additional rehabilita tion measures on the site that were not previously 
carried ou t. 
When selecting an appropriate suppression response. firefighter sa fety must remam 
the highest concern . In addition. fi re managers must be assured the planned actions 
Will be effective and will remam effective over the expected duration of the fire. 
Other gUides. such as specific threatened. endar>gered. or sensitive species gUides 
will also be utilized in determinmg fire suppression tactics. 
GOAL 
The goal of MIST is to halt or delay fire spread m order to maintain the fire wi th in 
predetermmed parameters while prodUCing the least pOSSible impact on the resource 
being protected . These parameters are represented by the mitlal attack Incident 
commander's size-up of the si tuat ion in the case of a new start or by the WFSA In the 
case of an escaped fire. 
It IS Import ant to conSider probable rehabilitation needs as a part of selecting the 
appropriate suppression response. TactiCS th at reauce th e need for rehab are 
preferred whenever feaSible . 
SUPPRE SSION RESPONSIBILITY 
As stated previously. safe ty IS the highest priority. All action Will be anchored to the 
standard fire orders and watch out situa tions. Safety will remain the responsibility of 
each person mvolved wi th the Incident. 
Inilial/Extended Attack 
Incident Co,nmander - Understand and ca rry out an appropria te sUPflresslon 
response which will best meet the land management oblectlves of the area at 
the least cost plus loss. Insure all forces used on the fire understand the plan 
for suppressing the f're In conJunction with MJST. 
Keep In communication with responsible flrc manager or line officer to Insure 
understanding and support of ta ctics being used on the fire Evaluate and 
prOVide feedback as to the tactical effectiveness dUring and aner f"e InCident. 
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Type I1II :ncldent Commander - Carry out instructions given by the responSible 
line officer both verbally and through the WFSA. Establish ancl nurture a close 
dialogue with the resource advisor assigned to the fire team. Review actions 
on site and eva luate for compliance with line officer direct:on and effectiveness 
at meeting fire management protection object ives . 
Responsible Line Officer - Transmit the lar,d management objectives of the fire 
area to the fire team and to define speci fic fire management protection 
objectives. Periodically review for compliance. 
Resource Aavlsor - Insure the interpretation and implementa tion of WFSA arid 
oth er ora l or written line office r direction is adequately carried out. Previde 
speCifiC dinJction and guidelines as needed . Participate at fire team planning 
sessions. review incident action plans and attend daily briefings to emphasize 
resource concerns and management's expectations. Provide assistance m 
updating WFSA when necessary. Part icipate in incident management team 
debriefing and assist in evaluation of team performance related to MIST. 
GU IDELINES 
Following IS a list 0 ' considerations for each fire sl tuallon: 
Hot-Line/Ground Fuels 
Allow fire to burn to natural barriers . 
Use cold-trail. wet line or combination when appropriate. 
If constructed flreline IS necessary. use only wlelth and deptr. to check 
fire spread . 
Consider use of firellne explosives for line construction. 
Burn ou t and use low impac t tools like swatter or "gunny" sack 
Minimize bucking and ~uitlng 01 trees to establish flrellne : bUild Ime 
around logs w' len pOSSible. 
Use alternative mechanized equipment such as excavators. rubber tlreel 
skidders. etc. ra ther than tracked vehicles . Use high pressure type 
sprayers on equipment prior to asslgl1lng to mCldent to help prevent 
spread of noxious weeds 
Constantly re-check cold trailed Ilrellne. 
Hot-Line/Aerial Fuoels 
Limb vegetation adJacent to flrellne only as needed to prevent additional 
fire spread 
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DUring fICeline construction, cut shrubs or small trees only when 
necessary. Make all cuts flush with the ground. 
Minimize felling of trees and snags unless they threaten the fireline or 
sel ,ously endanger workers, In lieu of felling. IdentIfy hazard trees wIth a 
lookout or flaggll ,g. 
Scrape 3round tree bases near fireline If It IS likely they will iq!litp. . 
Use fICeline explosives for fellIng when pOSSible to meet the,. eed for 
more natural appearing stumps. 
Mopup/Ground Fllels 
Do minimal spading: restrict spading to hot areas near tICel lne. 
Cold-trail chaned logs near firellne: do minimal tool scarring. 
Mlll/mize bucking of logs to extinguish fICe or to ch,lck for hotspots: roll 
the logs If possible. 
Return logs to origiral position after checking and when ground is cool. 
Refrain from making bona yards : burned and partially burned fuels that 
were moved should be returned to a natural arrangement. 
Consider allowng large logs to burnout. Use a lever rather than bucking 
to ma:1age la'ge logs which must be extinguished. 
Use gravity socks in st ream so Jrces and/or a combination of water blivlts 
and fold-a-tanks to minimize impacts to streams. 
Consider uSing infrared detection devices along perimeter te reduce risk . 
Personnel should avoid uSing rehtibllitated firellnes as travel COrridors 
whenever pOSSible oecausa of potential soil compaction and possible 
detrimental Impacts to rehab work. i,e .. water bars. 
Mopup/Aerral Fuels 
Remove or lirrb only those fuels which If ignited have potential to spread 
fICe outSide the fICellne . 
Before felling conSider allOWing ignite<d tree/snag to burn itself out. 
Ensure adequate sa fety measures ara communicated if this option IS 
chosen 
Identify hazard trees With a lookout or flagging . 
It burning trees/snag pose a serious threat of spreading fire brands. 
extinguish fICe With water or dirt whenever pOSSible, ConSider felling tw 
crosscut or chalnsaw should be the last resort. 
Align saw cuts to minimize Visual Impacts from more heavily traveled 
corrrdors. Slope cut away from line of Sight when pOSSible. 
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LOGISTICS 
CampSite Considerations 
Locate faCilities outside of wil'Jerness and WSAs whenever possible. 
Coordinate With the Resource AdVisor In choosing a si te with the most 
reasonable qualities of resource protection and safety concerns . 
Evaluate short-term low impact camps such as coyote or spike versus 
use of longer-term higher impact camps. 
Use existing campsites such as reserved sites usecl by outfitters when 
pOSSible. 
New site locations should be on Impact reslstc.nt and naturally draining 
areas such as rocky or sandy soils, or openings with heavy timber. 
Avoid camps In meadows, along slreams or on lakeshores. I_ocate at 
l eas~ 200 feet from lakes. streams. trails, or other sensitive areas. 
Layout thf' camp components carefully from the start. Define cooking , 
sleeping. latrine, and water supply. 
Minimize the number of trails and ensure adequate marking. 
ConSider fabric ground cloth for protection in high use areas such as 
around cooking facili ties. 
Use commercia l ;:;ortable toilet facilities where available. If these car.not 
be used a latrine hole should !:>e utilized. 
Select latrine sites a minimum 01 200 fee: from water sources with 
natural screening. 
Do not use nails in trees. 
Constantly evaluate the impar.ts which Will occur. both short and long 
te rm. 
Personal Camp Conduct 
Use "leave no trace" camping techniques. 
Minimize disturbance to land when preparing bedding s::e. Do not clear 
vegetation or trench to create bedding sites. 
Use stoves for cooking. when possible. If a campfire is used. limit to 
one site and keep It as small as reasonable . Build either a "pit" or 
"mound" type fICe. Avoid use of rocks to ring fires. 
Use down and dead firewood. Use small diameter wood which burns 
down more c!eanly. 
Don't burn plastics or aluminum - "pack it out" with other garbaop.. 
Keep a clean camp and store food and garbage so it is unavailable to 
animals. Ensure items suer :;1S empty food containers are clean and 
odor free. never bury them. 
Select travel routes between camp and fire and define clearly. 
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Carry water and bathe away from lakes and streams. Personnel must 
not Introduce, soaps. shampoos or other personal grooming chemicals 
Into waterways. 
AVIATION MANAGEMENT 
AViation Use GUidelines 
Maximize back haul flights as much as possible. 
Use long line remote hook In lieu of r.onstructed helispots for delivery or 
retrieval of supplies and gear. 
Take precautions to insure noxious weeds are not inadvertently spread 
through ths dE'ployment of cargo nets and other external loads. 
Use n<ltural o>Jenings for helispots and paracargo landing zones as far as 
practlc1'1. If construction is necessary, avoid high visitor use areas. 
Consider maintenance of existing helispot construction prior to the 
commencement of any ground work. 
Consider dir"lctional falling af trees and sn~gs so they will be in a natural 
appeanng arrangement. 
Buck and limb only wh"t is necessary to achieve safe/practicai operating 
space in and around the landing pad area. 
Retardant Use 
During initial attack, fire managers must weigh the non-use of retardant 
With the probability of initial attack crews being able to successfully 
control or contain a wildland fire . If It is determined that use of retardant 
may prevent a larger. more damaging wildland fire, then the manager 
might conSider retardant use even In sensitive areas. This decision must 
take Into account all values at nsk and the consequences of larger 
IIreflghtlng fcrces' impact on the land. Consider impacts of water drops 
versus use of foam/retareant If foam/retardant i~' deemed neces~ary , 
conSider use of foam before retardant use. 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
Flammable/Combustible liqUids 
Store and clspense aircraft and eqUipment fuels in accordance with 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and health and Safety 
Handbook requirements. 
AVOid spilling or laakage of 011 or fuel. from sources such as portabie 
pumps. Into wa:er sources or SOils. 
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Store any liquid petroleum gas (propane) downhill and downwind from 
firecamps and away from ignition sources. 
Flammable Solids 
Pick up residual fusees debris from the firellne and dispose of properly. 
Fire Retardan:JFoaming Agents 
Do not drop retardant or other suppressants near surface waters. 
Use caution when operating pumps or engines With foaming agents to 
avoid cuntamination of water sources. 
Fireline Explosives 
Remove all undetonated fireline explosives from storage areas and 
fireline at the conclusion of the incident and dispose of according to 
Bureau of Alcohol , Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) 3nd Fireline Blaster 
Handbook requirements . Properly dispose of all packaging materials. 
FIRE REHABILITATION 
Rehabilitation is a critical n'led. Th is need arises primarily because of the im;Jacts 
associated with fire suppression and the logistics that support it. The process of 
constructing control lines. transport of personnel and materials. p~oviding food and 
shelter for personnel. and other suppression actiVities has a significant impact on 
sensitive resources regardless of the mitigating measures used. Therefore. 
rehabilitation must be undertaken in a timely. professiom:1 manner. 
During implementation. the resource advisor should be avai!able for adVice and 
support of personnel doing thiS work as well as quality control. 
Rehabilitation Guidelines 
Pick up and remove all flagging. garbage. litter. and equipment. Dispose 
of trash appropriately . 
Clean fire pit of unburned materials and fill back in. 
Discourage use of newly established trai ls created during the 
suppression effort by covering with brush. limbs. small diameter pOles. 
and rotten logs in naturally appearing arrangement. 
Replace dug-out scil and/or duff and obliterate any berms created during 
the suppression efk 1 . 
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If impacted trails have developed on slopes greater than six percent. 
construct waterbars according to the lollowlng waterbar spacing gUide: 
Trail (OoGrade) 
6-9 
10-15 
15-25 
25+ 
MaXimum Spacing (Feet) 
400 
200 
100 
CO 
Where soil has been exposed and cOMpacted . such as In camps. on 
user trails. at heh~ pots and pump si tes. scarify the top two to four inches 
and scatter with needles. twigs. rocks. and dead branches. It is unlikely 
that seed and fert ilizer for barren areas will be appropriate. In order to 
maintain the genetic integrity of the area. It may be possible. depending 
on the time of year andlor possibility of a rainy period. to harvest and 
scatter nearby seed. or to transplant certai" na tive vegetation . 
Blend campsi tes with natural surroundings. by filling In and covenng 
latnne with soil. rocks . and other natural material. Naturalize campfire 
area by scattenng ashes in nearby bru~h (after making sure any sparks 
are out) and returning site to a natura l appearance. 
Where trees were cu t or limbed. cut stumps flush with ground. scatter 
hmbs and boles. out of sight In unburned ," 'ea. Camouflage stumps and 
tree boles using rocks. dead woody mat&r::.I . fragments of stumps. 
bolewood. hmbs. SOil and fallen or broken green cranches. Scattered 
sawdust and shavings will assist in decompos;tion and be less 
noticeable Use native matenals from aOjacent. un impacted areas if 
necessary. 
R€move newly cut tree boles that are VISible from trails or meadows. 
Dr3g other highly visible woody debris created dunng the suppression 
effort into timbered areas and disburse. Tree botes that are too large to 
move should be slantcut so a minimal amount of the cut surface is 
exposed to view. ChOPPing up the surface wi th an axe or pulaski. to 
make It jagged and rough. will speed natural decomposition. 
Leave tops nf !cilled trees attached. ThiS will appear more natural than 
scattenng the debris. 
Consrder using explosives on some stumps and cut faces of the 
botewood for a more natural appearance. 
Consider. If no other alternatives are available. helicopter sling loading 
rounds and tops from a disturbed site when there has been an excessive 
of bucking. limblng and topping. 
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Tear out stumps or dams. where they have beer! used. and return site to 
natural condition. Replace any dlE!Jlaced rocks or streambed material 
that has been moved. Redaim streambed to its predisturb"d state. 
when appropriate. 
Walk through adjacent undisturbed area and take a look at your rehab 
efforts to determine your success at returning the area to as natural a 
state as possible. Good examples should be documented a 1d shared 
with others. 
DEMOBILIZATION 
Because demob is often a timn wh"n, ;:>eople are tired or when weather condi tions are 
less than ideal. enough time must be allowed to do a good job. When mov;ng people 
and equipment, choose the most efficient and least impactive method to both the 
landscape and fire organization mission. An on-the-ground analysis of "How Th ings 
Went" will be important. 
POST-FIRE EVALUA110N 
Post-fire evaluation is important for any fire occurrence so management can find out 
how things went. Identify areas needing improvement to formulate strategies and to 
produce quality work in the fu ture. Th is activity is especially important in wilderness 
and hke sensitive areas due to their fragility and inclination to long-term damage by 
human impacts. 
Resource advisors and functional specialists will be responsible for conducting the 
post-fire eva luation. They are the people who have the experience and knowledge to 
pr~vide information required to make the evaluation meaningful and productive. 
Post-fire evaluatien wil l consist of data collection. documentation and 
recommendations. This process and report will . in most cases. be fairly simple and to 
the point. It should be accomplished before an overhead team departs from the fire . 
The evaluation emphasis should be on the MIST actions and not on the effects of the 
fire. 
Data C-:.l lectionlDocumentation/Recommendations 
This phase will be completed by a review of the rehab plan and visi t to the fire 
site as soon after den :obilization as possible. This wi ll also Include an objective 
overview of othe; dreas covered by the t :::~ab plar. . 
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Observations :"ill be documented in a brief report to the line officer with a copy 
to the appropriate Incident commander. In the report the evaluator will include 
recommendations for ensuing fire suppression activities on simila r lands. It is 
important that the evaluator recognize and commend the initial attack forces or 
overhead team for positive activities. Make specia l note of the extra effo rts ?nd 
sensitivity to suppression impacts. Attached is a sample format for a Post-Fire 
Evaluation Report : 
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POST-FIRE EVALUATION 
for 
(Name of Fire) 
EXISTING DIRECTION PERTINENT FOR FIRE 
Management Area 
Other Management Concerns/Guides: T & E Plants and Animals: 
FI NDINGS 
A. Resource Advisor Input and/or Actions: 
B. Wildland Fire Situation Analysis (WFSA) 
C. Line Direction to Incident Commander 
D. Incident Action Plan 
ON-SITE VERIFICATION 
OVERALL REVI EW EVALUATION 
REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS 
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WATCH OUT SITUATIONS 
1. Fire not scouted and sized up. 
2. In country not seen in daylight . 
3. Safety zones and escape routes not identified. 
4 . Unfamiliar with weather and local factors influencing fire behavior. 
S. Uninformed on strategy. tactics and hazards. 
6. Instructions and assignments not clear. 
7. No communication link with crew members/supervisor. 
8. Constructing fireline withou t safe anchor pOint. 
9. Building flreline downhill with fire below. 
10. Attempting frontal assault on fire . 
11 . Unburned fuel between you and the fire. 
12. Cannot see main fire. not in contact with anyone who can. 
13. On a hillside where rolling material can ignite fuel below. 
14. Weather is getting hotter and drier. 
lS. Wind Increases and/or changes direction. 
16. Getting frequent spot fires across line. 
17. Terrain and fuels make escape to safety zone difficult. 
18. Taking a nap near the fireline. 
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STANDARD FIRE ORDERS 
F Fight fire aggressively but provide for safety first. 
Initiate all actions based on current and expected fire behavior. 
R Recognize current weather conditions and obtain forecast. 
E Ensure instructions are given and understood. 
o 
R 
Obtain current information on fire status. 
Remain in communication with crew members. your supervisor. and adjoining 
forces. 
D Determine sa fety zones and escape routes . 
E Establish lookouts in potentially hazardous si tuations. 
R Retain control at " II times. 
S Stay alert . keep calm. Ihlf1k clearly. act decisively. 
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APPENDIX N 
SIGNS 
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CAUTION 
MOTIIER NATURE AT WORK! 
You are entering an area where some fires may be 
allowed to burn as part of a program to return the 
natural force of fire to the ecosystem. Please use 
caution when traveling in the vicinity of a fire. 
For· further information, contact: 
Bureau of Land Management 
Grand Junction Resource Area 
2815 H Road 
Grand Junction, CO 81506 
(970)244-3000 
/Od-.. 
CAUTION 
MOTHER NATURE AT WORK! 
A lightning-caused tire is being allowed to burn under 
natural conditions along or near this trail. 
If you travel in the vicinity of the fire, beware of the following hazards: 
• ERRATIC FIRE BEHAVIOR • 
• ROLLING ROCKS AND LOGS • FALLING SNAGS AND TREES • 
FIRE NAME: 
LOCATION: 
For further infornlation, contact: 
llun.·au of Land "lanagclllcnt, Grand Junction I{csourcc Art'a 
2815 H Road, Grand Junction. CO 81506 
(97H)2.U-3HO() 
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CLOSED TO PUBLIC 
MOTHER NATURE AT WORK! 
A lightning-caused tire is being allowed to burn under natural conditions near 
this trail. Concern for your safety prohibits access until fire conditions change. 
Hazards associated with tire include: 
• ERRATIC AND RAPID FIRE SPREAD • 
• ROLLING ROCKS AND LOGS • F ALLING SNAGS AND TREES • 
• HEAVY SMOKE AN D LIMITED VISIBILITY • 
FIRE NAME: 
LOCATION: 
For further information, contact: 
Bun~au of Land :vtanagement. Grand Junction Resou rce Area 
2H15 I-I Road, Grand Junction, CO 81506, (970 )2-t4·3000 
YOUR SAFETY AND 
\vILDLAND FIRES 
IF YOL COl\tIE UPON FIRE, KEEP THESE GU IDELINES IN MIND: 
v Do not attempt tll suppres .. the fire. 
Report it immediatd, ! 
v\e\'er camp uphill from a fire. Ah ~Iys 
tr ~ I\ ' l' l helo\\' or downvallev !'rom a fire. 
v :":e\'er pO<l ion yourself \ here winds 
could move the rire to\ ards vou, 
vStay weil away from e"en a smoldering 
fire. ~ually falling trees and rolling 
rucks an~ nearbv. 
v Ket:p an eye n th fir at all time '. 
v Dark smoke indicates the fi re mav be 
burning intensely and ~ ~ prcading rapid 
v Bcware or storm rronts and thunder 
storm ... The a. sociated high winds m 
cause the rire to 010 e rapidly in your 
direction. 
v If _ ou are trapped or cut -oIl by a fi re 
seek shelter in area .. with little ( r no f 
such as rock slides. lakes. alpine 
meado\ . or e en aspen patche . . 
STAY CALM AN D THINK CLEARLY! 
FIRE IS NATURAL FOI CE TO BE TREATED \\'1'1'11 I~ESPE 'T. 
/()~ 
APPENDIX 0 
SUGGESTED MON ITORING EQUIPMENT 
ICIS 
ON-SITE NIF MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT LIST 
For lhe on-site NIF management. a minimum amount of equlpn,ont will be reqUired to 
Insure safety and adequate data collection for deCISion making. Minimum equipment 
needs Include: 
Fire Shelter Radio (Programmable) 
Belt weather ki ts Flrellne Handbook 
NIF management forms Hand tools 
Safety apparel First aid kit 
Fusees Flashlight 
NIF GUidelines 
Other equipment recommended for on-site observation of NIF(s) Rre 
Clinometer 
Compass 
Camera with film supply 
Tatum 
Topographic maps 
Plastic flagging 
Handheld GPS unit 
0-1 
1 ~O- foot tape 
Duff pins 
Rate of spread markers 
Wflstwatch 
Aeflal photos 
PrecIpitation gauge 
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APPENDIX P 
SUGGESTED HANDOUT FOR VISITOR INFORMATION PERSONNEL 
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WHAT IS A NATURAL IGNITION FIRE 
AND HOW IS IT MANAGED? 
Natural Ignition fire s (NIF) are lightning-caused fires within deSignated boundaries that 
are allowed to play their natural role In the life cycle of an area. "Prescribed" means 
that a speci fic plan for the flre's management IS developed and followed . "Natural" 
means that the fire was started by lightning. not by man. 
Management of a natural ignition fire is much mor'" complex than the commonly-used 
term "let-burn" implies. A description of NI F and the process used to manage It 
fol lows. 
Why allow a fire to burn - What good does it do? 
Fi re has always been a part of shaping the ecosystem In the west. It IS a necessary 
element in the life cycle of many areas and. In fact . some species need fire to 
regenerate. 
Fires burn wi th different Intensities . In some areas a fire may burn hot. leaVing 
patches of ashes. charred trees and a good seedbed for plants to regenerate . In 
other areas. cool burns just meander along the ground. burning grass. brush. dead 
logs. and lower branches. Fire returns valuable nutrients to the soil. opens o'Jergrown 
areas to sunlight. and allows new growth that provides food and habitat for various 
animai species. The fuels (dead wood and other debris) that could kindle larger. more 
intense fires are burned before they become dangerous. The result of thiS 
free-burning is a patchwork of young and old vegetation . often referred to as a mosaic. 
Th is variety of vegetation promotes a variety of Wild life and a diverse landscape. 
Natural ignition fire VS. wildland fire - What is the difference? 
When a fire starts In the ReBR. a determination has to be made' Is It a "natura l 
ignition fire " or a "wildland fire "? A natural ignition fire IS a lightning-caused lire 
burning unci<:> r prtl-planned ~pecifleJ conditions (prescription) to accomplish specIfic 
obJectives. It is termed as a "wanted event. " It Will be allowed to burn as long as It 
stays Within the predetermined "orescrlptlon ." A wildtand fire IS an unplanned 
("unwanted fire") . Immediate action will be taken to suppress a Wildland fire 
How is the decision made? How does the system work? 
The deCISion to claSSify a fire as "natural Ignition fire" or "wildland fire" IS complex. 
lequlrlng consideration of many factors. and Involvement of both fire and resource 
speCia lists. 
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1. Within a maximum of four hours of the discovery of a fire in the ReBR area, 
a team of specialists in fire behavior and resource management must decide if 
It will be classified as a natural ignitior. fi re or a wildland fire to be suppressed, 
These factors ,tie con sid red in the decision, 
Wildland fire 
Man-caused fire or 
Lightning-caused fire that is: 
-A threat to ReBR boundary 
-A threat to human life or proper1y and 
natu ra l/cultural resources 
-Fuel moisture unacceptable 
-Weather forecast unacceptable 
-Smoke impacts unacceptable 
-No funds available for prescribed 
natural fire 
-Local. regional, and national situation 
unacceptable 
Natural ignition fire 
Lightning-caused fire that is: 
-No threat to ReBR boundary 
-No threat to human life or property and 
natural/cu ltural resources 
-Fuel moistu re is acceptable 
-Weather forecast acceptable 
-Smoke Impacts acceptable 
-Funds are available for prescribed 
natura l fire 
-Local . regional. and national situation 
acceptable 
2, Then, within a maximum of three days (72 hours) after the decision to 
proceed with a natural ignition fire, fire managers must develop a 
comprehensive "burn plan ," The burn plan will be reviewed and approved by 
the Area Manager on a daily basis, The burn plan includes gp;-;era l information 
about the fire , like the date it sta r1ed , location . fuel type, dryness of the fuels 
and size of fire, It includes fire weather and fire behavior forecasts, the current 
and predicted drought index, estimates of resources needed to manage the fire , 
provisions for daily evaluation, and contacts for public involvement. The plan 
also provides a risk assessment of threats to human life; property and 
naturalfcultural resources, smoke management. and Impacts on l'lcal 
communities and public land users, 
F-ire mana(1ers constantly evaluate weather and fuel condi tions, comparing them 
to long-term averages, as well as known wet and dry years, This enables 
managers to better as:;ess risks associated with the natural ignition fire 
program, 
If the plan is not approved, the fire Wil l be considered a wildland fire , and 
suppression action Will begin, 
In prer anng the burn plan. resource specialists must establish a MMA, This 
perimeter defines an area which the fire can effect before it is determined to 
have negative impacts The fire can spread any di rection with in this area, The 
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MMA must be defensible, If a fire does happen to cross the MMA for somo 
unforeseen reason. it must then be classified a wildland fire and will be 
suppressed, 
Each day, the fire is evaluated by the team of specialists. They continue to 
examine fire behavior. smoke conditions , the regional and national fire situation, 
and many other factors, If the situation changes from the orig inal assumptions, 
the deciding officer must determine whether to allow the natural ignition fire to 
continue. or to declare it a wildland fire and suppress it. 
P-3 
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APPENDIX Q 
STATE OF COLORADO NIF SMOKe PERMIT APPLICATION 
I/~ 
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH & ENVIRONMENT 
ANNUAL PERMIT APPLICATION AND REPORTING OR OPEN BURNING FOR 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE AREAS 
(Form AFC-95B) 
PERMITIEE: BIA BLM CDOW_ _ CSFS __ NPS __ 
USAF_USFS USF&WS__ Other, _____ _ 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT.: _______________ _ COU NTY: ___________ __ 
COUNTY.: _____________________ ___ PHONE.: _______________ __ 
ADDRESS .: __ _ ___________________________________________ __ 
NAME OF AREA:. ________________ _ LOCA TlON .: _________________________ _ 
SMOKE SENSITIVE AREAS' 
BURN (degree!.J 
(T A ' .5 01 Long Lal) 
DISTANCE FROM BURN,m,les) DIRECTION FROM 
' Smoke senSItive areas Include. Class I areas a5 well as other sceniC and Important vle .... s. urban and 
rural populatIon center, hospitals. nursing homes, schools, transportat ion faCilities such a~ roads. 
highways. and airports. recreational areas. and other locations that may be sensitive t-; 5moke Impacts 
for health, salel ~' . and/or aesthet iC reasons 
Applicant Signature: ________________ __ Date: __________________ __ 
Submit Application To: Dept. of Public Health & Environment. APCO-SS-Bl 
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South 
Denver. CO L\'222-1S20 
Note: 1) Annual approval of permit required. Unpermitted natural fires will be considered 
wildland fires. 2) Permit conditions include adherence to Colorado Smoke Management 
Memorandum of Understanding and Smoke Management Plan and burning in a manner that does 
not result in a violation of ambient air quality standards for particulate matter. 3) Additional 
conditions to permit may be aHached. 4) Initial application for natural ignition fires must include 
a map and plan. Subsequent annual appUcations for approved areas need not include maps and 
plans. 5) Permit decisions within 20 days of receipt of complete application by the APCD. 
Appmved bv Cok'l'ddo APeD ______________ Oate _______ __ 
Permll Number (APeD aSSIgned) _____________ Date enTered Into database ______ __ 
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PERMIT NUMBER: 
ACTUAL FIRE ACTIVITY 
NATURAL IGNITION FIRE AREAS 
(Form APC-9SB) 
NO FIRE ACTIVITY AT THIS LOCATION DURING PERMIT PERIOG 
(CHECK IF APPLICABLE, SIGN 3ELOW AND RETURN FORM BY MARCH 1ST): ____ _ 
ACTUAL BURN BEGAN: DATE ____ _ TIME ____ _ 
ACTUAL BURN ENDED: DATE ____ _ TIME ____ _ 
ACTUAL ACREAGE: ______ _ 
Complele the followln') WI h the best available Information. If no Information is available. please leave 
blank. 
FUEL LOADING DETERMINATION METHOD: 
INVENTORY TABLE 1' (wh,ch model) PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT 
GRASS 
FUEL 
TYPES 
SAGEBRUSH 
OAKBRUSH 
ASPEN 
PINE/CONiFER 
OTHER 
OTHER 
-
PERCENT 
OF ACTUAL ACREAGE 
(must t('tal 100·.) 
FUEL 
LOADING 
(tons acre) 
PERCENT 
CONSUMPTION 
SIGNATURE: _______________ _ DATE: __________ _ 
Submit To: Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment, APCD-SS-B1 
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South 
Denver. CO 80222-1530 
Note: 1) Reporting of fire activity for previous calendar year's permitted natural ignition fires 
due by March 1st. 2) If no actual fire activity occurred on a permitted natural ignition fire area, 
check appropriate space and sign and date form. 3) If permitted burn became a wildland fire. 
report it as a wildland fire. 4) When reporting . for example fuel loading. it is understood that the 
best available information may be estimates and/or expert judgment. 
Date received by APCD ____________ Date entered Into databast! ______ _ 
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